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Foreword
This handbook for chainsaw millers comes at a time when stakeholders wish to see 
better use of local timber resources and forest-based industries aligned to value 
adding technology. We believe that chainsaw milling is a technological option that is 
appropriate for many operatives in our small-scale forestry sector. Chainsaw milling 
technology is low cost, environmentally friendly, suitable for forest conditions which 
do not facilitate the use of heavy logging equipment, and ideal for supplying good 
grades of timber for rural projects, especially in the agricultural sector. We believe 
that it can become more profitable, more efficient, with less risk of accidents, if these 
most welcome guidelines here are followed.
As a small-scale operation that can be started and undertaken with little investment, 
chainsaw milling contributes significantly to improving rural livelihoods, and in the 
development of Amerindian and community associations. Increasing the quality and 
safety of timber production is also of special interest to timber markets, domestic and 
export, and is in line with local policies on the development of the forestry sector, 
including matters regarding FLEGT and EU import requirements.
This handbook is a valuable output from the EU Chainsaw Milling Project 
implemented by Tropenbos International together with its local partners, the 
Forestry Training Centre Incorporated and Iwokrama. Very useful perspectives have 
been garnered from colleagues in Ghana and other countries with whom we have 
shared ideas on chainsaw milling technologies, as yet another link in the chain that is 
improving forest management in Guyana. We sincerely hope that this handbook can 
also prove valuable in other countries, including our neighbors in South America and 
the Caribbean, who face similar challenges. 
The Forestry Training Centre Inc. recommends the use of this handbook as a source 
of information for individual trainers, training institutions, active chainsaw operators 
and potential operators, and as a complement to procedures and practices in the 
Guyana Code of Practice for Timber Harvesting, and the Guyana Code of Practice 
for Wood Processing, respectively. It should form a part of our continuing efforts to 
increase timber recovery, profitability, and adoption of appropriate occupational 
safety and health practices in the forestry sector. And in doing so, we aim to see the 
benefits shared by the operators, with businesses of all sizes in the value chain, the 
Guyana Forestry Commission, and the nation as a whole. 
The Forestry Training Centre Inc. would like to thank Tropenbos International for their 
support for this work, and also Andrew Mendes and Nick Pasiecznik for their passion 
for chainsaw milling technology. FTCI also thanks the numerous chainsaw operators 
and lumber dealers who shared their expertise and their concerns that provided the 
basis for this work.      

Godfrey Marshall
Director, 2002–2014

FTCI

Quacy Bremner
Manager, since 2015
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Introduction

Why this handbook?

Chainsaw ripping or milling is the on-site 
conversion of logs into lumber using chainsaws. 
This handbook provides tailored information to 
improve the efficiency, safety and profitability 
of chainsaw milling, and thereby improve 
its sustainability in both an economic and 
environmental sense. It offers guidance for 
chainsaw operators, with recommended best 
practices, some basic principles, and useful 
information. The goal is to shift the focus from 
the common practice of cutting to order, to one 
in which timber production decisions are based 
on cutting for value. The reasoning behind this 
is that value recovery dictates the profitability, 
viability and sustainability of any enterprise, 
and this must become the main motivation 
for everyone involved in the chainsaw milling 
industry. 
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Using this handbook
In focusing on cutting for value, chainsaw operators, millers and small scale loggers 
should try to achieve operational efficiency in all activities through the value chain. 
This includes knowing what timber resources are available in your forest; planning 
timber harvesting based on market requirements; harvesting and processing 
technologies and techniques; financial administration; value added options; and 
marketing the timber at existing or newly created markets. This handbook seeks to 
match the available forest resources to appropriate markets, to achieve the ‘best fit’, 
and therefore maximize the returns to all actors in the chain, whilst concurrently 
minimizing negative impacts on the forests – a renewable, but not infinite resource.

The handbook is structured in five main parts, as a practical guide for individual 
chainsaw operators, and has also been developed for use by trainers as part of wider 
training courses.

1. Introduction – why this handbook is needed and the background to chainsaw 
milling in Guyana.

2. Using your head – ‘thinking dollars and sense’, and introducing what must 
be considered before felling a tree, considering the value chain, conducting a 
forest inventory, marketing and monitoring.

3. Using your chainsaw – from basic chainsaw safety and maintenance, to 
sawing techniques and the use and benefits of milling attachments. 

4. From forest to market – from log inventory, felling, sawing, grading, 
marketing and handling, to stacking, storing and selling.

5. Information – useful books, manuals, websites and other information, a 
glossary of terms, and imperial-metric conversion charts.

 
This handbook introduces the ‘why’, the ‘what’ and the ‘how’ of chainsaw milling, and 
how to make more money from every tree that is felled. This will help to ensure that 
the economic value of forests is optimized while also reducing the environmental 
impacts of logging. The understanding is that by adding value to trees, forestry can 
compete more effectively with other forms of land use.

But it can only go into so much detail while still remaining a ‘handy’ size. For those 
who want to know more, see the ‘Information’ section at the end. This includes the 
titles and links to manuals on chainsaw safety, felling techniques, milling with frames, 
carrying out inventories, forest mensuration (measuring trees), stacking, storing, 
marketing and much more.

From cutting to order to cutting for value. A handbook for chainsaw millers
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Background to the problem
The big issue this handbook addresses, is the increasing use of unsustainable, 
inefficient and unsafe chainsaw milling practices, and the impacts these have on 
the health of forests and people alike. Guyana, like its neighbors in South America, 
and other countries with large areas of tropical forests, has seen many changes in 
how their resources are exploited. Preserving forests and conserving biodiversity are 
priorities, but there are also major and increasing efforts to improve the management 
of forested areas that benefit livelihoods and the environment. 

How can tropical high forests be managed in ways that optimize benefits for local 
communities, while minimizing negative impacts on the natural world around them? 
Large concessions and multinational companies have been the dominant ‘model’ in 
past decades, with some ‘trickle down effects’ on local employment. 

Furthermore, timber production has tended to be seen by many foresters and 
economists in a somewhat piecemeal, rather than a holistic way. Improvements 
continue to be suggested, relating to only certain parts of the value chain, and most 
often at the ‘cutting’ end. The main aims of these ideas often continues to be that 
maximizing economic returns will be achieved by emphasizing improvements to 
recovery rates, and increasing the profitability of timber production by focusing on 
increasing the volumes produced. Research and development also concentrates on 
factors such as reducing waste, which are however, proving to be unsustainable 
unless other issues are also addressed. Whilst not discounting the effect of aspects 
such as saw kerf on overall timber recovery, other factors like sawing pattern and 
deciding what to cut, as described in the handbook, have much greater impacts on 
overall volume recovery. 

Bad practices

There are many ways by which the potential value from a log is reduced, such as:
• Cutting to order rather than maximizing what can be sawn from a given log.
• Cutting only one (or few) timber sizes from a single log, limiting the ability to 

optimize recovery.
• Poor edging practices.
• Poor marketing, failing to match the forest resource to markets and not optimizing 

recovery.
• Poor maintenance and operation of machinery.
• Limited or inadequate planning.
• No (or limited) training of machine operators to optimize value or volume 

recovery.
• No (or limited) training of owners and managers on the operational costs and 

benefits of a trained and professional workforce, marketing, and for a better 
understanding of the timber industry.

• Lack of effective monitoring, supervision or management of any given operation.

Introduction
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Failing to match the forest resource to the market leads to reduced recovery
A classic example is the market for Mora excelsa railroad sleepers in Guyana that 
traditionally requires the cutting of 7” x 9” (18 x 23 cm) sleepers out of the log’s centre, 
the prime part, between an often defective heart and the thick sapwood. But when 
doing this, typical recovery rates can be as low as only 12% of log volume. Such sleepers 
do not have to be cut from the heart of a log, however. And furthermore, higher value 
markets for mora timber are expanding, such as boards for decking. Cutting boards 
instead of a single ‘boxed heart’ sleeper can triple the recovery, from 12% to 30-40%. 

Chainsaw milling in Guyana
In Guyana, chainsaw milling is a legal and legitimate livelihood activity, and that has 
become the main source of revenue and cash income for up to 80% of people in 
some forest-based communities. The practice was introduced to Guyana in the 1960s, 
and emerged in the 1970s as holders of communal lands and new entrants to the 
sector such as ex-miners, ex-public servants, farmers and small-scale entrepreneurs, 
embraced chainsaw milling with enthusiasm. This was primarily because it offered 
them a more feasible livelihood option than as employees or becoming involved in 
traditional logging businesses. 

In the early years, however, the Guyana Forestry Commission had many challenges 
trying to manage chainsaw milling. Although chainsaw milling has always been 
legal, some operators work illegally in state forests and private lands. Policy makers 
and other stakeholders in Guyana have responded positively to chainsaw milling’s 
potential to foster the development of rural communities by supporting the 
development of small logging associations that operate within State Forests. The 
limited number of marketable timber species in Guyana means that optimal value 
cannot be achieved by increasing the economies of scale in harvesting, or from large 
scale investments in log harvesting and handling equipment. Increasing value may 
only be achieved by minimizing the level of capitalization relative to the resource.

In 2001, the Guyana Forestry Commission started implementation of its Social 
Development Programme. In accordance with the 2001 National Forest Plan, 
this ensures that all communities located in or close to forests utilize their forest 
resources in an environmentally sustainable manner, and yield economic and social 
benefits for everyone. The programme supports the formation of small-scale logging 
associations, providing them with technical assistance, and granting them State 
Forest Permissions for areas up to 8000 hectares for up to two years, with options 
for renewal. These permissions also cover Amerindian communal lands that occupy 
some 2.4 million hectares. In many instances, groups of small-scale operators pool 
their resources and organize themselves into small logger associations at community 
level. 

To undertake chainsaw milling, a chainsaw operator requires a State Forest 
Permission to fell a specified number of trees, must register the model and serial 
number of all chainsaws, and obtain a sawpit licence for permission to ‘rip’ logs on 

From cutting to order to cutting for value. A handbook for chainsaw millers
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site or use any portable sawmill for processing. Taxes are paid on timber harvested 
from State Forests, but not from private or communal lands. A major component of 
the Guyana Forestry Commission monitoring practices is the log tracking system 
introduced in 2000, that assigns a tag to every tree approved for harvesting. The tag 
has two parts, one of which is placed on the stump of the felled tree, the other on the 
log where it stays until milling, and which allows the origin of every log to be traced. 
This system applies to all operations in State Forests, Amerindian titled lands, and 
private property, and provides data on the location, scale and legitimacy of forest 
operations.

Today, the chainsaw milling sub-sector makes up a significant part of the Guyana 
forestry sector. The local market demands various grades and dimensions of rough 
sawn timber, for uses including house construction, bridges, piers and in the 
agricultural sector for sluices, fences and livestock pens. Chainsaw lumber satisfies 
80% of this market, and registered production with the Guyana Forestry Commission 
shows that the production of chainsawn lumber increased from less than 1000 m3 in 
1980 to about 73,000 m3 in 2009 (Marshall and Kerrett, 2010).

The availability of forest resources, a strong demand for sawn timber, and the scope 
to make a reasonable living from chainsaw milling, together explain its popularity. 
In addition, there are few if any viable livelihood alternatives in rural areas, and 
involvement in agriculture is largely seasonal at best and is often undertaken only 
at a subsistence level. Chainsaw millers supply domestic markets with a wider range 
of species and cheaper timber than traditional ‘fixed’ sawmills, though the quality 
is lower. By improving quality, chainsaw millers are now able to meet more of the 
demand for high quality, high value species by national timber-based enterprises 
such as furniture producers, and increasingly, those companies that supply 
international markets. And the use of chainsaw mills as promoted in this handbook  
is a key way to achieve this.

Improving efficiency and safety 

Given the traditional focus on maximizing volume recovery, chainsaw milling has 
been branded by some as wasteful, destructive and unsustainable. These opinions 
have come about in part because of the difficulty in controlling what is essentially 
a very portable technology. In some countries the traditional sawmilling industries 
lobbied against chainsaw milling because they thought it would affect their profits.  
It is only when we take a stark, statistical and objective view of the practice, that 

Overcoming common chainsaw milling ‘myths’

When you mention the possibility of milling logs into boards with a chainsaw, the 
response is often that “chainsaw milling is very wasteful, with a wide cut, and produces 
curved boards with a very rough finish”. This may be at least partially true if a part-time 
operator or worker mills ‘freehand’, but use of a chainsaw attachment and ripping chain 
produces quality boards with as smooth a finish as you get from a bandsaw, much 
improved recovery, and it also reduces the risk of accidents. 

Introduction
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many of these misconceptions can be put to rest. The reality is, looking at reported 
recovery rates for most sawmills in tropical countries, that those for large bandsaw 
mills rarely exceed 40%, a figure at least matched and often exceeded by operators 
using chainsaws with larger kerfs. In a study on chainsaw milling conversion rates 
in Guyana (GFC 2006), the average recovery rate was 44% from chainsaw milling 
compared to 36% with bandsaw mills, despite the 9 mm kerf from freehand ripping 
being three times that of the 3 mm kerf for bandsaws. 

Low productivity forests have also given chainsaw milling a relative advantage over 
fixed sawmills. Essentially, by taking the means of production as close to the stump as 
possible, and using relatively cheap equipment like tractors and trucks so minimizing 
capital investment, chainsaw milling produces sawn lumber at a half to one-third of 
the cost of traditional logging/sawmilling operations. An objective review of the 
potential of chainsaw milling throughout the world (Wit and van Dam, 2010) shows 
the importance of this technology, but it also highlights the need to improve 
performance and safety. The aim of this handbook is to improve the efficiency, 
effectiveness and sustainability of chainsaw milling in both an economic and 
environmental sense. 

The potential of chainsaw milling
Chainsaw milling has been shown to make significant contributions to rural 
livelihoods, with communities harvesting and adding value to their own resources, 
and the subsequent effects on reducing poverty (Wit and van Dam, 2010). It is also 
clear is that the industry can improve both the quality and value recovery from forest 
resources, and that chainsaw milling can become a viable and sustainable method, 
and a stepping stone to other technologies for communities to better utilize and 
benefit from forest resources.

Chainsaw mills are frames or guides attached to a chainsaw that ensure a straight 
and regular cut, reduce wastage and the risks of accidents (see Information). Whether 

The EU Chainsaw Milling Project

The EU Chainsaw Milling Project has the goal of reducing the level of conflict and 
illegality related to chainsaw milling, and to reduce poverty and promote viable 
livelihoods in forest-dependent communities. To achieve this, it aims to find solutions to 
problems associated with the production of lumber for local timber markets. It brings 
diverse stakeholders together in dialogue, information gathering and the development 
of alternatives to unsustainable chainsaw milling practices.  
The project has two phases: 1) developing alternatives for illegal chainsaw milling 
through a Multi-Stakeholder Dialogue in Ghana and Guyana (2007–April 2013); and 
2) supporting the integration of legal and legitimate domestic markets into Voluntary 
Partnership Agreements, or VPAs (2011–2016). In Guyana, the project was developed in 
partnership between Tropenbos International, the Forestry Training Centre Inc. (FTCI) 
and Iwokrama.  
See www. chainsawmilling.org for more information.

From cutting to order to cutting for value. A handbook for chainsaw millers
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simple rail mills, the more common frame (or board) mills, or free-standing carriage 
mills, they have characteristics and requirements giving them enormous potential for 
low volume forestry, farm forestry and agroforestry, such as where log extraction and 
transport is difficult, damaging or too costly, and/or poor form or non-standard log 
size makes conventional sawmill conversion uneconomic.

The evolution of chainsaw mills

The modern chainsaw, invented by Andreas Stilh in 1929, was principally designed 
for felling and cross-cutting trees, and not for ripping or milling. But, chainsaws use 
adapted, and they began to be used in portable milling systems already by the 1950s, if 
not earlier. 

The first milling attachments were board mills; the Granberg alaskan mill was 
commercialized in 1962. Several other models followed and are still available, having 
changed little in half a century. Around the same time, the first ripping chain specially 
designed for chainsaw milling was invented and patented, and is now manufactured 
by several companies, notably Granberg, Oregon and Stihl. Rail mills followed, such as 
the Granberg mini mill in 1973 and the Quadra Tools Beam Machine in 1982. Carriage 
mills are the most recent development, the most popular being the Logosol M7 and 
the Jober J100 (see below), both of which can use chainsaws or bandsaw cutting heads 
(Pasiecznik, 2010).

Introduction
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Using your head

Thinking dollars and sense

‘Think before you fell’ is the first key message for 
maximizing the profits from chainsaw milling. 
You don’t need to invest so many dollars to 
see a big improvement in income, but you do 
need to invest in a different way of thinking, as 
suggested in this handbook. Good sense will 
give more dollars and cents. Chainsaw millers 
and small scale loggers can maximize returns 
on investment by focusing on improving 
any aspect related to the value chain before 
they begin cutting. Understanding what tree 
resources you have, and what markets you 
can access is essential. Understanding also 
means measuring and recording. This chapter 
introduces what needs to be done regarding 
value chains, undertaking a forest inventory, 
selecting and measuring trees, knowing your 
markets, and keeping records. 
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Value chains
The term ‘value chain’ describes all of the operational activities that deliver a product 
or service, from the forest to the market. Each of the individual steps can be seen as 
links that make up the chain. And like with the links in a real chain, all of them need 
to be strong if the chain is to stand up to strain… The first links, to be covered in 
this section, are the inventory, calculating what forest resources are available, and 
marketing, finding and securing the best paying markets that match the resource 
and the processing capacity of the operator. Next, and dealt with in following 
sections, are harvesting, choosing the right saw, the right tree, felling and cross-
cutting, and processing the logs into lumber using the right equipment and sawing 
choices. Finally but equally important are the grading, stacking and storing of the cut 
timber, and its transportation to the buyer while maintaining the quality and value.

Typically, those people engaged in the production of a product or service, are trying 
to maximize their profitability. This includes the adoption of measures that are likely 
to minimize the total operational costs required to deliver the product or service, at 
the lowest cost to customers, and at the highest profit. Supply chain optimization 
may include the refinement of any of the various stages of the product cycle, so that 
new, ongoing or obsolete items or practices are optimized in different ways. 
Operators should also factor in the risks that tend to affect supply chain efficiency 
and profitability, including for example, spikes in fuel costs or changing weather 
conditions. 

Wood

Prod
uct Wood

Prod
uct

Wood

Product

Market demanded
attributes

Processing
Raw material

attributes

Think market before product

Banking with planking?

Trees are like savings banks. In forests and on farms, people can turn them into cash 
during low-income periods, during droughts, if crop prices fall, unemployment, or if 
money is required at short notice to pay for hospital or school fees, marriages or funerals. 
Trees can be sold ‘standing’ to sawmill owners, their agents, traders or middlemen. 
But portable sawmills can add greatly to the value of withdrawals from the ‘bank’, by 
adding value to trees through milling. And the cheapest of these portable technologies 
are chainsaw mills. The revenue from sawn timber will be very much greater than that 
received for selling standing trees to merchants, who may also exploit farmers’ financial 
plight.

From cutting to order to cutting for value. A handbook for chainsaw millers
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Forest inventories
The importance of undertaking a systematic inventory of a forest management 
area cannot be overstated, as this defines the quantity and the quality of the timber 
resource available to an operator, and therefore what it is worth investing to convert 
the standing trees to cash. The difference between the expected costs and the 
available resource will impact on the profitability and sustainability of any operation. 

An inventory of the timber resources in a concession or other forest area in which 
an operator is given permission to exploit, is the immediate priority. It allows the 
concession holder or permit holder to identify what they could produce, and then 
seek markets for such volumes of timber. They will then be able to reliably supply 
the market, as they will be able to plan how much and when they can deliver to a 
customer. Proper planning also helps to ensure that trees are harvested in the most 
cost effective manner with the least disturbance to the environment, by minimizing 
the number of trails that have to be cut through the forest and by maintaining roads 
on higher ground to allow easier access. 

Before starting an inventory, forestry vegetation and topographic maps should, 
ideally, be consulted for an overview of the different forest types that affect the 
availability of species within the area. To obtain a good picture of commercial tree 
stocking, a 100% pre-harvest inventory can be conducted. Larger forest areas should 
be divided into 100 hectare (1000 m x 1000 m) blocks. A compass and a 30 m or 50  m 
measuring tape are essential, and a GPS and clinometer are very useful. General 
materials include aluminum tags, flagging tape, recording forms, a slope correction 
table, clipboard, pencils, permanent markers, cutlasses, cutlass file, paint and brushes, 
safety gear, and first aid and snakebite kits.

Conducting a pre-harvest inventory
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At the start of block demarcation, a base line 1000 meters long is cut at a specific 
bearing (south–north or east–west), and other 1000 m lines are cut at right angles 
to each end to mark the edges of the square. Posts or stakes should be placed at 
20 m intervals along the block lines, and 50 m apart on the base and back lines, each 
labeled with the number of the block, line, and distance along the line (the base line 
is always 0 m and the back line always 1000 m). Upon completion of the boundary, 
trees on both sides of the line should be marked with paint of a single color. 

Establishing strip lines is done in the same way as for block lines, with posts at 20 m 
intervals. The western block line is labeled as Line #0, the next lines 50 m away being 
line #1, then line #2, etc., until line #20 at the eastern boundary. When establishing 
strip lines it is important to check the width of the strip at 200 m intervals by 
measuring back to the previous line. If the width is between 45 and 55 m, no 
correction is necessary, but if outside of this range, lines should be re-cut from the 
last point where they were in range.

Setting out the perimeter and strip lines of 100 hectare blocks 
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Tree selection and measuring  
Once you have calculated how many of what species of trees you have available, and 
have identified a market, the next stage is to decide exactly what trees to fell and mill. 
When looking around in the forest, it is important to remember that the option of 
not felling the tree means that it will grow and increase in size and value, and can be 
felled and milled in years to come. No single factor may decide what tree to fell in any 
case, and the final choice is likely to depend on a mix of reasons. 

Consider the probable final timber dimensions, especially length, and divide the tree 
into a number of logs, roughly in your head, before making the final choice. Only fell 
if you are comfortable with the choice, the intended felling operation, and market for 
the resulting lumber, taking into consideration the time it will take, and all the risks 
and dangers that this might pose. 

End users and end uses - What will finally happen to the timber produced is likely 
to be market driven, with timber sold to traders or middlemen, or more profitably, 
directly to end users, builders, carpenters, furniture makers or other artisans. And 
better market information, for example dimensions preferred, when the timber is 
required, quantity and quality premiums, will all help in identifying and securing, the 
best prices for the trees you have.

Using your head
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Time and resources available - It important to assess whether there is sufficient 
time, manpower and equipment to undertake the operation. A suitable and well 
maintained chainsaw will of course be needed, as well as enough fuel, oil and spares, 
and people experienced enough to carry out the operation.

Species and size - This will affect the quantity and quality of usable timber produced, 
and the ease of cutting. Choice will depend on market demand, though market 
preferences do change over time. Well-known commercial species are always 
preferred, whereas lesser-known timber trees may be difficult to sell. Chainsaw 
milling is also appropriate for non-standard log sizes ignored by large sawmills, 
especially very short, small diameter or oversized logs, though these will require 
more work and are likely to yield less timber than when milling regular sized logs.

Quantity - The number of a certain species present in an area is important, with 
tree species that are locally common being more likely to have an accepted and 
ready market. Many small trees or one big tree can yield the same amount of timber, 
however, and there will be an optimum size for cutting efficiency depending on the 
size of chainsaw, type of mill, experience of the operator and other factors. 

Log quality - Tree form (stem straightness, branching), tension and defects (splits, 
shakes, holes, hollows, rots, diseases) are factors that will affect the quantity and 
quality of the timber produced. Recovery, efficiency and profitability will be higher 
from long straight logs, but chainsaw milling does offer opportunities to increase 
recovery from crooked or other non-standard log sizes. Lots of branches give lots 
of knots, more defects and poorer timber quality, and logs with significant inherent 
tension are difficult to cut and disliked by sawmillers, but contain useful timber. 

Estimating standing tree volume

This skill comes with knowing what you can produce from different tree sizes and 
shapes, and with practice… But being able to have a rough idea of how many cubic 
meters there are in a log, is a good start in deciding what tree and how many trees to 
cut, and how much timber you may be able to saw from the logs you get. What you need 
to be able to make a basic volume estimate is the length of the logs you will get from a 
tree, and the average (or mid point diameter). There are many more accurate ways using 
dbh and ‘top height’ with different tables for different species, but let us keep it simple 
for now. How many cubic meters are there in this tree? One, three, five, ten…?

The rule of thumb is, every 10 meter length of log with a mid-point diameter of 50 cm 
contains approximately 2 m3 of timber, 3 m3 at 62 cm diameter, 4 m3 at 72 cm diameter, 
and 5 m3 in a 10 meter long log with mid-point diameter of 80 cm. Estimate the height 
of the tree, and the diameter at various heights, to start making your calculations. 
Remember that this is the total timber in a log. As a chainsaw miller, you may hope to 
recover half of that volume as sawn timber (50%), but in reality this is likely to be lower, 
and will depend in any case on any defects in the log, and whether you are cutting for 
value.

From cutting to order to cutting for value. A handbook for chainsaw millers
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Marketing
There are many definitions of marketing, but one to remember is achieving or 
exceeding customer satisfaction better than the competition. This is achieved by 
focusing on giving the final customer what they want, when they want it, how they 
want it, and at a price that is perceived fair for the consumer and profitable for the 
seller. It embraces the concepts of the 5 marketing Ps and matching resources.

Inherent in marketing is to always be actively looking for customers that are most 
likely to pay the highest prices for what you can sustainably produce from the 
available resources. For example, in selling high grade lumber, one must seek markets 
where straight, clear and defect-free lumber is wanted by the customer. Therefore 
buyers should be targeted who deal with products that have a clear finish such as 
furniture or flooring, as they will be willing to pay more for high quality timber. 

Actively seeking markets before harvesting begins, based on inventory data, allows 
the operator to find the most valuable markets and negotiate up front the required 
product specifications and conditions that make sense for them to produce and 
that will truly satisfy the customer. For example, finding markets for timber of 
different lengths and widths allows sawyers the ability to maximize both volume 
and grade recovery from logs. This will be achieved by bucking (cross-cutting) to 
lengths depending on the form of the tree, rather than lengths specified by a buyer, 
and by sawing for grade. This can increase volume recovery by up to 50%, and 
increase grade recovery by 100%. Just waiting for orders creates the opposite effect, 
decreasing recovery and thereby also decreasing profit.

This approach is furthermore, based on the concept of ‘matching resources’. This 
means matching the size, volume, diversity and quality of available trees with 
appropriate and cost effective processing methods, to existing or newly created 
markets. In Guyana, it is better to supply quality, niche markets that will give the 
greatest return from a unit volume of timber. In order to do so, the required products, 
equipment, and technical and human resources needed to satisfy such markets 
should be assessed in terms of their relative viability and suitability.

The 5 Ps of marketing

1. Product – to produce what consumers expect, to the quality and specifications 
demanded.

2. Price – to propose prices that are attractive for consumers but that also ensure a 
profit.

3. Promotion – to create awareness and advertise your product, i.e. how you access 
the market. 

4. Place – to deliver in a timely manner the volume and quality that customers 
demand. 

5. People –to effectively manage people and satisfy quality, price and delivery 
requirements.

Using your head
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Markets, either for a single sale or longer term supply, can be secured through 
written contractual agreements to supply timber. A well written contract is important 
and necessary for all timber sales, as it protects both the buyer and seller, and defines 
the rights and obligations of both parties. Oral agreements, on the other hand, 
are subject to misunderstanding and misinterpretation and can at times result in 
conflicts. Timber sale contracts are variable and there is no one standard contract 
form, but the following example gives an idea of what one can look like.

A (fictitious) example of a contract that could be used for timber deals.

RAINFOREST PRODUCTS LTD.
Ituni, Upper Demerara Region #10 

SALES CONTRACT
Order No: 1/2015
Issuing Date: 15/01/2015

Buyer: 
Mr. John Jones 
John Jones Lumber Yard 
10 Lombard Street 
Georgetown

Seller: 
Mr. Winston James 
Rainforest Products Limited 
Ituni, Upper Demerara,  
Region 10

 
I, Winston James of Rainforest Timbers Limited (hereinafter called the ‘seller’) hereby agrees to sell, and John Jones 
of Lumber Yard, (hereinafter called the ‘buyer’) agrees to buy, the following goods, at the prices, terms and conditions, 
stated hereunder:
 
Descriptions of the goods: CHAINSAWN LUMBER
Origin of goods:  Upper Demerara, Region 10, Guyana
Grade:   CHAINSAW (with an agreed tolerance of +1/4”)
Quantity and specification: TOTAL ABOUT 10,000 BM 

Items Species Thickness
(inches)

Width
(inches)

Length
(feet)

Volume
(BM)

Unit price
(G$/BM)

Total
(G$/BM)

1 Mixed 2” 6”,8”, 10”, 
& 12” 8’& Longer 5000 $150 $750,000

2 Mixed 4” 12” 12’ & Longer 4000 $130 $520,000

3 Mixed 1” 6” 8” 10” &12” 8’ & Longer 1000 $170 $170,000

Total 10,000 $1,440,000

Notes: 1. Quality: No major rots, end splits, fall edges
 2. Lower quality will be accepted at discounted price
 3. Guyana Forestry Commission Transhipment Permit required

 
PRICE TERMS:  Ex-Ituni community
DELIVERY:   Last week of March 2015
TERMS OF PAYMENT:   40% upon the signing of this contract; and 60% upon on delivery
ARBITRATION: All disputes, differences or questions between the parties to this Contract with 

respect to any matter or thing arising out of or relating to the Contract which 
are not settled by negotiations or other agreed method of settlement may after 
written notice by either Party to the Contract to the other Party, be submitted to 
Arbitration in accordance with the Laws of Arbitration.
The cost of such arbitration shall be shared equally between the Parties. Where 
there is no agreement between the parties concerning the appointment of an 
Arbitrator then either party may initiate proceedings under the Arbitration Act, 
Chapter 7:03 of the Laws of Guyana.

I acknowledge that I have read the conditions set out above, and accept the terms and conditions of this contract.

SIGNATURE:    DATE:     
  John Jones
  Buyer

SIGNATURE:    DATE:     
  Winston James
  Seller

From cutting to order to cutting for value. A handbook for chainsaw millers
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Record keeping

It is important to monitor the cost of production, by noting the different costs and 
any changes in them, to ensure that operations are profitable, and to be able to see 
where cost could be reduced. Below is a list of the different costs that are usually 
incurred by a chainsaw miller, and that should be recorded, measured or estimated. 
Only with such costs known, can the profitability be calculated. The following are 
sample tables that can be used to help to monitor expenditures, but that will differ 
between different businesses.

Own a chainsaw? Sell timber? Remember, you are a business!

Like with any business, trading cannot carry on forever if it makes a loss in the long term. 
And to know whether there any specific operation or the whole business is making a 
profit or a loss – you need numbers. You need to record your costs, fuel, spare parts, 
even food, and labor. Labor includes what you pay others, but you also need to include a 
cost for your own time. And when you have the numbers, you will see what makes more 
money, what makes less, or what makes a loss. You can then think about what changes 
you can make to improve your profitability. And you can see, for sure, whether such 
changes have the desired effects, or not. Even a one-man business benefits greatly from 
good record keeping.

Asset acquisition Cost G$

Chainsaw  1000

Vehicle 

GPS/inventory 
equipment 

Other equipment

Total 

Monthly inventory 
cost

Cost G$

Labour 

Fuel

Transportation

Ration

Total 

Monthly marketing 
cost

Cost G$

Transportation

Preparing contracts

Miscellaneous (meals, 
advertising, etc.)

Total 

 

Monthly production 
cost

Cost G$

Chainsaw depreciation 13

Chainsaw spares and 
repairs

Chainsaw files & Other 
loose tools

Rations (food, etc.)

Safety gear

Labor 

-chainsaw 
operator

-chokerman

Fuel

Lube oil

Royalties

Acreage fees

Transportation of 
workers

Transportation to 
point of sale

Other miscellaneous 
expenses

Total 

Depreciation is the reduction of an 
asset’s value over time, due to wear 
and tear, and it can be calculated, 
and included as a ‘costs’ in calculating 
business profitability.

For example, a chainsaw costs G$1000 
and its resale value is G$200 after five 
years. So, it loses G$800 in value over 
those five years.

Cost of asset  G$1000 
Less resale value G$  200 
Result:  G$  800

The annual depreciation is then G$800 
divided by 5 years, or G$160 per year. 
Monthly depreciation can then be 
calculated, as G$160 divided by 12 
months, or G$13 per month.

This is an example of a straight line 
method of depreciation. 

Using your head
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Remember, you are a business!

Keep a notebook and pencil handy!

Record keeping means writing things down. Keep a notebook, not just scraps of paper, 
and in a plastic bag to keep the rain out. If you don’t have the time or the organization 
to write down expenditures as they occur, it is good practice to at least sit down at 
lunchtime and think about, and write down the morning’s costs. And do the same thing 
at the end of the day. Or each evening, write down the day’s costs. Making a copy onto 
a clean book which you keep at home is also useful, as field notebooks do tend to get 
damaged or lost, and having a copy can prove invaluable.

From cutting to order to cutting for value. A handbook for chainsaw millers
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In order to know whether the operation is making a profit or a loss, a simple profit 
and loss statement can be produced to check this.

Winston James, Rainforest Products Limited
Profit and loss statement, January 2015

G$ G$

Revenues

Timber sales 1,090,000

Costs

Inventory cost 200,000

Marketing costs 70,000

Production costs 550,000

Sub-total 820,000

Profit/loss (sales minus total overhead cost) +270,000

Remember to note with a plus (+) or minus (-) sign, whether you have made a profit 
or a loss for that month. And look at the figures. Think why has this been the result? 
How could things be improved?

Making ‘dollars and sense’ – dealing with facts versus feelings

In a recent exercise at Orealla community two muneridan (Siparuna spp.) logs of 0.70 m3 
were cut. One was cut to order, into only 2” x 4” and 2” x 6” lumber (5 x 10 cm and 10 x 
15  cm). The other was cut for grade, and to maximize what the log would yield. Cutting to 
order produced 127 bd ft of lumber with a 42% recovery rate and only GR04 Merchantable 
lumber grades was produced. The log that was cut for grade produced 181 bd ft with a 
62% recovery rate, of which more than 70% of the sawn lumber was GR04 Selects and 
better. Ironically, 80% of the volume of the order could have been resawn from the 2 x 10 
lumber from the second log!

Using your head
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Using your chainsaw

Thinking ‘safety and efficiency’ 

Chainsaws can be very dangerous, and ensuring 
that you come home safe at the end a working 
day should obviously be top priority – so safety 
first! Take a little time to remember the basic 
rules, and never forget the danger. And once 
the tree is felled, then think again on how to 
get the most from the log, in terms of value, not 
necessarily in terms of volume. Learning how 
to make the right and most efficient choices is 
essential, and what cuts to make and in what 
order. Using board mills will also massively 
improve timber quality and potential value, and 
reduces the risk of accidents. This chapter, at the 
heart of this handbook, covers information on 
chainsaw choice, basic safety and maintenance, 
felling and cross-cutting, and the central issue of 
sawing options to ‘saw for grade’ and optimize 
value, with a special section on board milling.
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The right equipment
The best chainsaws for felling large trees should have a high power to weight ratio, 
such as the Stihl MS660, MS650 or Husqvarna 395, complete with a 30” (75 cm) guide 
bar with sprocket nose wheel. The chainsaw must also have all factory-supplied 
safety features fully operational, especially the chain brake, chain catcher, throttle 
interlock, hand guard, and anti-vibration buffers (see chapter on Safety first). 

In addition, wedges are also essential to ensure directional felling, and using them 
while making the felling cuts also greatly minimizes the risks of pinching the guide 
bar, and the all the problems that this causes. A good sized sledge hammer of 4-6 
pounds (2-3 kg) will also be needed to drive in wedges during felling and bucking. A 
bow saw, hand axe, cutlass and other tools are also likely to prove invaluable.

Board milling as a practice has minimum chainsaw size requirements, unlike freehand 
chainsaw ripping where only two or three teeth are in the wood at any one time. 
With the board mill, far more cutters are engaged in cutting. This makes the power 
of the chainsaw engine and accurate and correct chain filing, the absolute priorities 
for efficient production. When using the board mill, the greater the horsepower and 
engine capacity, the greater will be the effective cutting speed. Double engine mills 
and bars that utilize two power heads on one bar and chain are also available and 
have been shown to be very efficient. 

The minimum suggested requirement of a chainsaw for use in board milling in 
Guyana should have an engine capacity of at least 80 cc and a power output of 4.8 
kw/6.5 hp. The recommended Stihl power heads are the MS 650 (84.9 cc, 4.8 kw/6.5 
hp), MS 660 (91.9 cc, 5.2 kw/7.2 hp) or MS 780 (121.6 cc, 6.4 kw/8.7 hp). Whereas 
the MS051 and similar smaller saws can work, they tend to lack the horsepower for 
effective and profitable use in commercial chainsaw milling operations.

For single engine mills, it is preferable to use a sprocket tip bar as this reduces chain 
friction. The bar length should be the minimum required for the width of cut. For 
cutting wide boards and large logs, a double engine mill is recommended. Given 
the power output, a minimum 3/₈ pitch chain should be used, and whereas standard 
felling or cross-cutting chain can be used for milling, the ‘sharp life’ and cutting speed 
are reduced. Special ‘ripping chains’ have a top plate filing angle of 0-20 degrees, 
compared to 30-40 degrees in a felling chain. Using a ripping chain produces a 
smoother and faster cut, with a longer sharp life. For best results, the top strap angle 
of the chain should be increased, the harder the wood to be cut.

• 3/₈ pitch with 1.6 mm drive link;  recommended file – 3/₁₆
• 404 pitch with 1.6 mm drive link; recommended file – ⁷/₃₂, and for first half of 

cutter then 3/₁₆.

From cutting to order to cutting for value. A handbook for chainsaw millers
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Safety first!
Using a chainsaw carries risks, and accidents can be dangerous and even fatal. 
Incorrect use, poor maintenance, or lack of consideration of basic safety, all increase 
the chances of accidents. And accidents, however minor, can impact on businesses 
and their profitability, as injured workers can’t work, or can’t work as well as they 
could if they were well... 

The information presented here gives only basic principles and is not a substitute for 
proper training and the use of detailed guidelines regarding safe chainsaw practice 
(see Information). In any case, it is strongly recommended that the operator agrees 
with his team, or ‘home base’, what the emergency procedures are, such as mobile 
telephone number, agreed meeting point or what to do in case of an accident, 
nearest health center, etc., and what should be communicated with others working 
nearby. 

Strong clothing should always be worn. Even wearing all the officially certified 
protective clothing does not guarantee 100% protection against injuries from 
chainsaws, and most is also either not available in many countries, is very expensive, 
or just too hot and impractical for use in hot and humid climates. Strongly 
recommended however, are a helmet, preferably with a visor and ear defenders, steel 
toed boots, and gloves, trousers and jacket made of chain clogging material. 

Recommended Personal protection equipment (PPE).

Using your chainsaw
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Basic safety essentials

• Always use only a well maintained and sharp chainsaw.
• Always look around you while you are working.
• Make sure that there are no animals or people close by that might affect your 

work.
• Keep a distance of at least 5 meters between you and others when using a 

chainsaw.
• Keep others far away, at least twice the height of the tree you are felling.
• If you are working alone, make sure someone knows where you are when you 

should be back.
• Stand firmly on the ground with your legs well apart, one foot forward. 
• Always carry a first aid kit or at least a large, clean cloth that can be used as a 

wound dressing.
• The left thumb must always be placed around the front handle of the chainsaw to 

keep a tight grip.
• Keep the chainsaw close to the body when you can, and support its weight on 

your body or a tree.
• Do not operate a chainsaw with one hand, as it cannot properly be controlled in 

that way.
• Always apply the chain brake before walking with the chainsaw engine running.
• Be extra careful when using the saw in poor conditions such as in the rain or wind, 

or on steep slopes.

But we have to be realistic regarding ‘personal protective equipment’ (PPE)

Full protective clothing is hot, and also expensive and difficult or sometimes impossible 
to obtain, so the relative level of protection from different types of clothing should 
be considered. For example, steel toed or leather boots or shoes will offer better foot 
protection than training shoes and more than sandals or bare feet. Any gloves are better 
than bare hands. Cotton wool in the ears and welding glasses or sunglasses will offer 
more ear and eye protection than nothing at all. Tie up long hair, do not wear loose 
clothing and remove anything that restricts movement or could become entangled in 
the chain. Also, a first aid kit is always recommended, but a band-aid won’t help much 
with a chainsaw injury. So, at least have a large, clean handkerchief or other piece of 
clean cloth material, to use as a wound dressing if the worst does happen.

This manual does not recommend the measures above, but asks that chainsaw users 
consider the best protection available. Do not drink alcohol, do not take stimulants or 
other drugs that might affect your work, or smoke when handling petrol. Take extra 
care or find something else to do if you are ill or very tired, as fatigue causes so many 
accidents. Common sense maybe, but life-saving possibly, so think about what you are 
wearing, carrying and consuming before starting work.

From cutting to order to cutting for value. A handbook for chainsaw millers
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Safety features on a chainsaw

Chainsaw operators must regularly test the chain brake, by pushing the back of the 
left wrist onto the chain break lever when lifting the nose of the bar up, as this is one 
action that all operators should practice to help to prevent serious injury in the event 
of kickback. Also, with the chainsaw engine stopped, try lifting the chainsaw bar 
nose sharply upwards and backwards yourself, and feel how a rigid left arm can help. 
Kickback can be minimized and the severity of accidents reduced if as many of the 
following suggestions as possible are followed when using a chainsaw.

• Make sure the chain brake is working properly. This can save your life.
• Always use only a properly sharpened and tensioned saw chain.
• Do not use a ripping chain for cross-cutting.
• Do not use a chain with the depth gauges removed or reshaped.
• Hold the chainsaw firmly with both hands, with the left thumb around the 

handle.
• Stand to the side of the cutting path of the chainsaw, so if it does ‘kick’, it 

doesn’t kick your head in.
• Keep your left arm straight and tense, with the elbow ‘locked’, if making any 

risky cuts.
• Take extra care when cutting small branches, brush, scrub or hedges.
• Take extra care when cutting above shoulder height.
• Take extra special care when over-reaching.
• Start every cut at high or maximum revs, and maintain high engine speed 

during the cut.
• Avoid cutting with the upper quarter of the bar nose (the ‘kickback zone’).
• Do not cut branches with the nose of the guide bar.
• Watch out for any movement of the log that might cause the cut to close.
• Be careful if re-entering a half-finished cut, and cut only one log at a time.
• Do not attempt a ‘boring cut’ if you are not experienced or trained to do so.

Silencer / muffler 
(spark arrester)

Chain brake lever
(front hand guard)

Rear hand guard

Throttle interlock

STOP button

Rotation direction

Using your chainsaw
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Kickback

Kickback ‘kicks’ the guide bar and moving saw chain upwards and backwards very 
suddenly, very violently and quite uncontrollably. When this happens, severe cuts to 
the head, face and upper body are commonplace. It is one the most common causes 
of chainsaw accidents, and can be fatal. But even if not life-threatening, a ‘kickback cut’ 
may easily leave you off your feet for a while, or off work, or perhaps just off your food… 
Because if not actually fatal, kickback has the nasty habit of leaving people permanently 
disfigured. It is to be avoided as much as possible and at all costs.

Kickback occurs when the moving saw chain in the upper quarter of the bar nose (the 
‘kickback zone’) touches something, with nothing else to stop it ‘kicking’. It is especially 
common (but not exclusively so) when cutting branches or attempting a boring cut. The 
chains in modern chainsaws move at about 110 km per hour (70 mph), are often only a 
few feet from the operator. 

You must become, and remain, eternally aware of the risks of kickback and how to help 
reduce them.

Kickback zone
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Freehand ‘ripping’ is asking for trouble

Freehand ‘ripping’ is a practice that is full of risks. Large chainsaws are used to cut 
along the grain, with depth gauges often filed down too far below manufacturers’ 
specifications. Whereas this certainly increases the speed of cutting (and the size of the 
chips removed), it also greatly increases the chances of ‘kickback’, and vibration. And 
even the anti-vibration buffers on modern chainsaws cannot cope with this, leading 
in the long term to many associated problems. The most common ailments are ‘white 
finger’, which is the numbness that is felt increasingly in the hands of chainsaw operators 
due to reduced blood circulation and nerve damage, and back problems that are also 
further exacerbated by the generally poor posture that is adopted during ‘effective’ 
freehand ripping. That very few if any freehand rippers ever wear any personal protective 
equipment, or follow basic guidelines like these, add to the risk of accidents.

And remember – using a board mill greatly reduces the risks of accidents

Independent of any of the safety guidelines included here, once a chainsaw is bolted 
into a frame, the risk of accidents is hugely reduced. There can be no kickback, for a start. 
And as depth gauge setting must be respected, vibration is also reduced to ‘normal’. 

Using your chainsaw
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Maintenance
Sharpening the chain
Poor chain sharpening is probably the single biggest reason for inefficient cutting 
during chainsaw milling. Refer to one of the many detailed chainsaw manuals (see 
Information) for descriptions of chain filing methods and some of the many tools 
available. A chain which only cuts when it is pressed hard against the wood to be cut, 
is clearly blunt, dull, damaged or incorrectly filed. Always cut with a sharp chain, and 
never allow it to get to such a stage if you possibly can. It makes for more work in the 
end, costs more in extra fuel, and increases the risk of accidents. 

Working with a dull chain is dangerous, as they are more likely to break or cause 
kickback. It is also a waste of money, as more time and petrol are required for the 
same cut, and it will also increase wear and tear on the chainsaw. The following are a 
few basic rules for keeping a good sharp chain.

When to file

• Filing of the cutters is recommended after about every hour of normal 
chainsaw use, or on average ‘every three fills’, or immediately after hitting 
stones or metal.

• Depth gauges should be checked around every fifth sharpening, daily, or 
about twice a week.

• Once a week, check the links and accurately file the chain, especially after 
stones or metal are hit.

Where to file

• It is better to sharpen chains in the workshop or at home by taking them 
off the bar and securing them in a bench vice, and this should be done 
occasionally as part of routine maintenance.

• Less accurate but more rapid, the bar can be fixed in a bench vice, or find an 
alternative place to fix the bar as tightly as possible.

• For filing in the field, cut a shallow slot in a log or stump with the chainsaw, 
and insert the bar.

How much to file

• If a sharp chain is being filed regularly, for example ‘every third fill’ as is 
recommended, then only a few passes with a round file are needed on each 
cutter at each sharpening.

• If a chain has been damaged by hitting soil, stone or metal, file the most 
damaged cutter first, and then file all the other cutters to the same size.

From cutting to order to cutting for value. A handbook for chainsaw millers
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How best to file

• File frequently, removing as little of the cutter edge as possible. ‘Little and 
(more) often’ is a guiding thought. It is easier to be consistent with 3 strokes 
per cutter than 15 strokes per cutter, while also reducing the amount of iron 
filings that cause excessive chain wear.

• Only sharpen on the ‘push’ stroke, i.e. when forcing the file away from yourself.
• File each cutter evenly and steadily.
• Sharpen all the cutters on the far side of the bar in turn, then turn the 

chainsaw around or move to the other side, and sharpen the other half of the 
cutters.

• Keep the file at the same angle for each cutter, horizontal or at 10 degrees, 
depending on the chain.

• Maintain the correct top plate cutting angle on each cutter.
• If the same number of file strokes and the same pressure is applied to each 

cutter, the cutters should always be of the same length.

90º 10º

Cutter Maintenance Terms
Depth-gauge

setting
Top-plate

�ling angle
Top-plate

cutting angle

Side-plate angle File-guide angles
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• After filing each cutter, tap it with the file handle or other piece of wood or 
plastic to remove the burrs that would otherwise come off and rapidly dull the 
chain again.

• 12 volt battery-powered sharpeners are available that can be used in the field.
• If many chains need to be maintained, it is easier to do this in a central 

workshop, and at least once a week or after hitting a hard object.
• Check depth gauges with a depth gauge tool (included in all toolkits with 

large chainsaws) every week, filing with a flat file, rounding off the front.
• Carry spare chains to replace any that break or damaged chains, which can 

then be resharpened later.

General maintenance
Much time can be saved if the most common spare parts are available when required. 
These include bars and chains, filters (air, fuel and oil), spark plugs, case nuts and 
screws, sprockets, starter rope and spring. A full set of tools will also be needed, the 
most important being a box spanner and a spanner set, screwdrivers, the right sized 
files and gauges for the chain, a grease gun, and bar groove cleaner.

It is very good practice to develop a maintenance routine, i.e. spending at least ten 
minutes each day, or up to half an hour if you can, carrying out daily checks, and 
also finding a regular hour each weekend for the weekly checks. A bench and vice 
will be useful. The few hours you spend each week on maintenance will easily be 
repaid many times over when you start to count the increased fuel efficiency, fewer 
breakdowns in the field, that are costly and time-consuming in terms of spare parts 
and time lost, and the longer chainsaw working life.

Daily maintenance (or at least weekly)

1. Start the chainsaw and check the throttle trigger for smooth operation.*
2. Check the chain brake by applying when at full revs. The chain should stop 

dead.*
3. Check the stop switch works properly.*
4. Check the oiler, e.g. with the saw at full revs near a light-colored object.
5. Make sure the chain catcher is undamaged, or replace immediately.
6. Clean the outside of the chainsaw.
7. Clean the air filter, check for damage or holes and replace if required.
8. Clean fan and starter cover air intakes.

Recommended top plate filing angles for Guyana tree species, used for ripping/ 
chainsaw milling.

Simarupa class species – 0-5 degrees – soft species
Kabukalli class species – 10-15 degrees – medium density
Greenheart and harder – 15-20 degrees – high density, hard species.

For felling, file at 25-30 degrees. But note! The risk of kickback is greatly increased when 
cross-cutting with chains filed to much less than 25-30 degrees.
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9. Clean cooling fins on the cylinder head.
10. Clean and service the chain brake and clean the side cover.
11. Check the starter cord and mechanism.
12. Look over the chainsaw for loose nuts, bolts, caps, covers, etc.
13. Remove the guide bar, turn, clean, check, lubricate and service as required.
14. Clean and inspect the sprocket, changing it if worn (also replacing the chain).
15. Carefully check the whole length of the chain for damage.
16. Sharpen chain and file depth gauges as needed.
17. Re-assemble bar and chain and tension chain correctly.

Weekly maintenance (or at least monthly)

1. Lubricate the clutch drum bearing (not all chainsaw models).
2. Check for burrs on the bar and file off if necessary.
3. Check the spark plug for cracks and color, clean and check the gap.
4. Clean and check the starter and recoil spring.
5. Clean cooling system including fins on the cylinder and flywheel.
6. Clean or change the screen on the exhaust.
7. Clean the carburetor body and air box.
8. Check the anti-vibration rubber mountings.

Monthly maintenance (or at least quarterly)

1. Check the break band on the chain.
2. Check the clutch centre, clutch drum and clutch spring for wear.
3. Clean the outside of the carburetor and exhaust outlets.
4. Check the filters in the fuel and oil tanks and replace if required, at least 

annually.
5. Wash out the inside of the fuel tank and oil tank with petrol.
6. Check all cables and connections.

*NOTE: If the chain break, stop switch, or throttle trigger are not all working perfectly – DO 
NOT USE the chainsaw, and take it to a professional mechanic or chainsaw dealer.
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Felling and cross-cutting
Considerations and preparations before felling 
Before felling, the chainsaw operator needs to consider several factors that will help 
to ensure that the tree is felled safely, in the desired direction, without damage to 
the log/stem/bole, and with minimal environmental impact. These factors include 
the situation, proximity of buildings, paths and electric cables, the tree’s natural 
lean, weight distribution within the crown, intergrowth with adjacent trees, vines, 
ground slope, and the quality of the tree trunk. The area around the tree must also 
be prepared before felling, by removing obstacles close to the base, and by clearing 
two escape routes prior to felling, being lines of possible retreat each 45 degrees 
diagonally away from the intended direction of fall.

Escape routes at 45 degrees diagonally backwards to direction of fall  
Remember - most felling accidents occur within four meters from the stump

The first two cuts create the directional notch and are made on the side the tree 
should fall. After this has been cut out, the back cut is made away from the planned 
fall and slightly higher than the bottom of the notch. However, the cuts must 
not meet. Depending on the size and thickness of the tree, some holding wood 
(called the ‘hinge’) is left uncut between the directional notch and the falling cut, 
approximately 10% of the diameter of the tree. This is the hinge on which the tree 
swings when it falls and it is pivotal (in all senses of the word) to steering the tree 
in a chosen direction. See FTCI training manuals for more detailed information (see 
Information).

The open angle of the notch should be at least 45 degrees, with a depth of about 
20% of tree diameter. The top cut is made first, followed by the horizontal bottom 
cut, after which, if correctly done, the notch wood can be removed. The base of the 
notch has to be clean and exact to prevent the tree from binding when falling. The 
horizontal back cut should be one or two inches (some 2 to 5 cm) above the base of 

Escape route 45°
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the notch, to create a ‘step’ that prevent the tree ‘kicking back’ on the operator when 
it starts to fall. Splitting of the tree trunk during felling happens if the back cut is not 
horizontal, or if it made below the base of the notch. 

The back cut can also be made by bore or plunge cutting. This technique is safer, 
allows greater control of the tree until the final cut is made, and reduces the chances 
of the tree ‘settling back’ on the chainsaw bar. At near full throttle, use the lower 
portion of the bar nose, and cut a slot near to the hinge. 

1. Once the bar nose is in the tree, cut the slot right through the tree, then 
straighten the hinge.

2. Saw towards the back of the tree but leave enough wood to form a ‘heel’ to 
support the tree. 

3. Insert wedges to force the tree forward and prevent it from sitting backward 
on the guide bar.

4. Make the final cut by cutting the heel a little below the felling cut, but do not 
cut in or underneath any of the wedges. If the tree doesn’t fall, drive in the 
wedges to force the tree forward. 

1. Thickness of hinge 

2. Width of notch 

3. Depth of notch 4. Depth of back cut

2. Back Cut

3. Hinge

1. Notch
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Cross-cutting
Often known as ‘bucking’, this is the cutting of logs to specified lengths once a tree is 
felled. When bucking depends on timber lengths demanded by the client, i.e. when 
cutting to order, it can result in a significant reduction in recovery. However, when 
bucking is based on cutting for value, cutting for volume and cutting for grade are 
both taken into account. This then also takes log defects and sweep (bends) into 
account, optimizing the recovery of grade and volume from each log and from the 
whole tree. 

It is very important to note the increase in volume that results from ‘bucking for 
grade’ rather than bucking to order. Also, shorter lengths are much more likely to 
warp less and stay straighter after drying, and which is likely to lead to better quality 
timber products overall.

Sloping back cut
prevents use of the 
wedge

Saw may jam if tree
starts splitting or starts

to settle back

Tree may split up

1

54
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Heel
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Not Recommended

Log Log
Grade

Dia.
(in.)

Lenght
(ft.)

Gross
Scale

Net 
Scale

Log 
Value

Lbr. Value
(per log)

Lbr. Value
(per Mbf
net scale)

Lbr. Value
per gross 

Cu. ft. 
of  Log 
Volume

A F-2 15 16 141 103 6.69 13.57 131.75 0.57

B F-2 13 16 103 71 4.61 8.80 123.94 0.51

Total (and average) for tree 174 11.30 22.37 (128.56) (0.54)

Recommended

Log Log
Grade

Dia.
(in.)

Lenght
(ft.)

Gross
Scale

Net 
Scale

Log 
Value

Lbr. Value
(per log)

Lbr. Value
(per Mbf
net scale)

Lbr. Value
per gross 

Cu. ft. 
of  Log 
Volume

C F-1 16 10 101 101 7.57 17.69 175.15 1.12

D F-2 14 12 91 91 5.91 11.71 128.68 0.79

E F-2 13 10 64 64 4.16 7.94 124.06 0.80

Total (and average) for tree 256 17.64 37.34 (145.86) (0.92)

16’ 16’
15” 13”

A B

10’ 12’ 10’
13”14”16”

C D E

(a)
(b)
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Sawing options
The standard practice in Guyana is to produce the customers’ order from a log, 
whereas ‘best practice,’ and a more sensible and profitable approach, recommends 
seeking and negotiating markets for more random length, random width markets, 
and sawing for what the log can give in terms of volume and grade.

Operators need to concentrate on getting the best returns in dollar value from each 
log to derive the most profit from their work. However, the standard practice in 
Guyana is to base decisions on what to cut depending on what a customer wants, 
rather than to base the same decisions on maximizing recovery and quality and 
therefore profit. One of the reasons is that the majority of millers consider that it is 
too expensive to stock lumber. In reality, it is far more costly to cut an order out of a 
log, as this can typically lose 50% of the potential volume and even more losses in the 
reduction in grade that is obtained. Secondly, logs tend to degrade rapidly if left for 
long periods before milling, whereas sawn lumber will ‘keep’  and retain its value for a 
much longer time if it is stored properly. 

In one operation, it was calculated that sawing to order from a log cost at least G$80 
(US$0.50) per board foot, compared to G$2 (US$0.01) to stock the same board foot of 
lumber for one month. This is because chainsaw operators cannot cut for a size and 
for grade at the same time, trying to mill a fixed size from any log, they do not have 
the freedom to saw around or avoid defects in the lumber or the log. In addition, in 
trying to saw a specific order, most of the resulting sawn lumber can end up being of 
low grade because of bow (crook) or spring (tension).

This shows the effect of sawing for size from the wrong part of the log versus sawing for grade. 
Sawing to order reduces the recovery of GR04 selects grade from 86-92% of the lumber sawn out of 

a log to only 30-50%.
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Selecting the best or worst opening face
In Guyana, sawyers typically decide how to saw a log, based on the defects that can 
be seen at each end. However, defects in a log are more likely to be in the centre, 
such as structural defects like water lines and poorly formed wood. The best lumber 
in the log is in the zone called the jacket, between the heart and the bark of the tree, 
and the operator needs to focus on the defects in the outer part of the log that will 
affect lumber grade, where the highest grade of lumber can potentially be found. 
Such defects, like knots, holes and splits, are much more visible than the hidden 
defects in the heart. Logs should then be graded based on the four best faces, 
corresponding to the four faces the operator will cut.

Once the best opening or worst opening face has been decided upon, the first 
sawing face can then be set and marked on the small end of the log. This is always 
done at the small end to ensure that the line does not ‘run out’ before reaching the 
other end. If the best face of the log has been chosen, the line should be skewed to 
run in line with the bark. This maximizes recovery from the best face, and ensures 
more full length, high grade lumber, so maximizing the returns from the best part of 
the log.

Quality zone = 60% Dib,
inner plus outer zones

Heart center = 40% Dib

Outer quality
zone = 30% Dib

Inner quality 
zone = 30% Dib

Face 3

Face 2

Face 1

Face 4

Knot Seam
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Note that when the log is turned to the opposite face, the line of cut will be in line with the bark, 
thereby increasing the recovery from the opposite face.

Given that the outer quality zone of the log is characterized by tension wood (wood 
that essentially tries to pull the log apart), this should be cut into 1 inch or maximum 
1¼ inch thick material to minimize the effect of this tension in the sawn product. The 
thicker the material, the greater is the effect of tension and spring on the board. The 
second quality zone is characterized by compression wood that has far less inherent 
tension (spring), and the two zones normally correspond to sapwood and heartwood 
zones in logs as shown below. Note that in species like greenheart and kabukalli, 
the sapwood is considered just as durable as the heartwood in terms of mechanical 
properties.

Once the log is squared up, most of the tension wood should have been removed, 
leaving only compression wood in the log that springs less. Then, thicker material 
2 inch thick and more can be cut. Wood cut from this part of the log is less prone to 
springing, bowing or crook.

As a rule, reaction wood in the center of the log should be cut into a box heart cant, 
as only additional costs and reduced volumes and grades of lumber will be produced 
from sawing this part into smaller dimensions. Typically in the USA, this part of the 
log is boxed into 7”x 9” cants for railroad sleepers. 

Small end of log raised 
up o� the bed of the mill

When this log is turned 180 degrees the blade 
will cut in line with the bark on the opposing face

Sap Wood

Heart Wood
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Sawing for grade
Sawing for grade is fundamentally different to the established practice of sawing for 
specific sizes or orders. It essentially focuses on sawing on a given face of the log until 
one of the following occurs:

• the grade of lumber on that face declines;
• the log begins to move due to tension; or
• the sawlines have reached the point required to create the maximum size 

square out of the log. Alternatively, the operator can continue to cut desired 
thicknesses on a given face until the other two factors above come into play.

Note that the log is turned 180 degrees to keep the heart centered and to minimize the propensity 
for the log to ‘spring’ due to tension.

1. Cut slabs and �itches 2. Rotate 180 degrees, repeat as in 1

3. Rotate 90 degrees, saw slabs, 
�itches, boards

4. Rotate 90 degrees, repeat as in 3

5. Cut into lumber 6. Edge �itches sawn in steps 1-6. 
Usually done on the edger
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The operator should not feel constrained to saw for a given width as this can be 
undertaken more efficiently by edging each piece after milling. Edging individual 
boards sawn off a given face into practical finished dimensions after sawing, 
regardless of width, allows the operator to concentrate on sawing what they can 
from the better faces, and that maximizes the grade lumber recovery. It also allows 
the operator the flexibility to optimize either value or volume from each piece of 
lumber sawn from the log, to maximize the value of each piece.

The operator can decide whether volume or grade gives them the most value, and 
then maximize the dollar value recovery from every piece sawn from the log. This 
also allows the operator to concentrate on obtaining grade from the log without 
having to worry about specific widths of lumber, considerably simplifying the sawing 
equation. If edging is undertaken after sawing, the decision can be taken on whether 
to rip or crosscut first, and that will achieve the highest value recovery from each 
piece.

Getting to heart of the matter

A 6” x 6”x 20 foot boxed heart cant (15 x 15 cm x 6.5 m) contains 60 board feet which 
can be sold as a select grade cant if the heart is sound, for G$300 per board foot (for 
greenheart). Resawing this into 1” x 6” material (2.5 x 15 cm) will only give a maximum 
of two or three high grade boards, giving only half of the volume of material, incurring 
additional sawing costs and with the same price per bd ft. As such, the operator loses 
G$ 9000 in the value of the timber produced, with an additional cost of G$1500 to saw 
the extra boards, giving a net loss of G$10,500 as compared to leaving the cant as it is. In 
contrast, it only costs the operator G$180 per month to stock the same cant. At Orealla, 
trainers were told that there was no market for 6x6 cants, yet on checking with several 
lumber yards, they all said that they couldn’t get enough. From one concession that 
cut 1.2 million board feet in 2014 and boxed more or less every log (soundness of heart 
allowing) into a 6” x 6” cant, there were never any cants in stock – i.e. they are sold as fast 
as they were produced.
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The operator should concentrate on taking only 1 inch or a maximum of 1¼ inch 
thick material from the outer part of the log until the compression wood is reached. 
Only then should thicker pieces be sawn, and only be done when the log has been 
squared up. Once the log is square, the operator can then see what sizes can be 
practically sawn from the cant to maximize volume recovery, and still leaving a 
saleable box heart cant where this is practical. In some instances defects in the heart 
may preclude this, so the operator should then continue cutting for grade, and turn 
the log when defects are encountered. In this way any waste in sawing is taken out of 
the defective heart rather than the better wood in the outer part of the log.

If a defect on a given face is encountered, the operator should concentrate on sawing the other 
faces to minimize the volume from the defective faces.

Defecting Wane

Defecting Wane

Defecting Knots and Wane

Board with defects

67.7% Yield

54.2% Yield

70.8% Yield

A

B

C

D

2¼” Fixed Width

2¼” Fixed Width

15⁄16” Random Width

9⁄16” Random Width

7⁄16” Random Width

7⁄8” Random Width

7⁄8” Random Width

33⁄8” Random Width

1st Rip

1st Rip

1st Rip

3rd Rip

3rd Rip

3rd Rip

2ndRip

2ndRip

2ndRip

4th Rip

4th Rip

4th Rip

5th Rip

5th Rip

6”

6”

6”

6”
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Oversized logs
Given the difficulty of handling and cutting large logs, it is much better to break 
them down to smaller, more manageable pieces that can be sawn faster and more 
effectively. Large logs should be split through the center, in line with the heart of the 
log, and into either equal or unequal halves or quarters, depending on the log size 
and the relative position of the heart. Logs should not be cut into thick cants off the 
heart center, as such cants will bow, leading to warped, low grade lumber with crook 
as a typical feature.

Cutting large logs for processing operations

Do not cut large logs into large cants as below, as cutting cants off heart centre lead to significant 
bow that lower the grade.

Diagram of backsawn log
(tangential, �at or slash cut)

1st cut

3rd cut

2nd cut

boxed faulty heart

Heart centre

Saw 
lines
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Quarter sawing
Quarter sawing should be used to match specific market requirements, especially 
when large logs are cut into quarters for milling by smaller capacity sawmills. 
Advantages include:

• Quarter sawn lumber is much more stable during drying than live sawn boards, 
as the vertical orientation of the grain in the ends of the board cause it to 
shrink evenly on its wide face or thickness without cupping or checking. All the 
shrinkage is concentrated on the thickness, so such boards will need to be sawn 
thicker (with more thickness tolerances) than live sawn boards to compensate.

• The lumber will not move in service, so it is prized for producing wide pieces 
of lumber that do not cup or warp, such as wide plank flooring, table tops, and 
cabinet doors from solid pieces of wood.

• Quarter sawing produces clean, straight grained boards preferred for specific 
uses.

• Quarter sawn boards are much more resistant to wear in service and as such 
are preferred for flooring in high traffic areas.

Quarter sawing. One of the most cost effective methods of breaking down large logs. 

Quarter sawn timber (lumber).
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Marking up
After deciding on what is to be cut from the log, the operator then decides on the 
largest square they can produce out of the log and the maximum amount of boards. 
Once the maximum cant size has been established, then it is important to calculate 
how many 1 inch or 1¼ inch boards it will be possible to cut from the rest, or the 
outer part of the log, including kerf losses, which will establish the first sawline on 
that face of the log. Sawing this way allows the operator to maximize recovery and 
minimizes the chance of mis-cuts, or producing undersized or oversized material. 
With the chainsaw and board mill combination, the kerf is typically 3/8 inch (9 mm), 
therefore for every 1 inch board to be cut, the line of the cut should be 13/8 inches 
(35 mm) apart.

How to set up measurements before starting to cut

Common practice is then to remove the bark along a log with a machete or other 
cutting tool, and mark a straight line long its length. A ‘chalk line’ is a standard 
practice, whereby a length of string is dipped in a colored powder (often the black 
graphite/carbon from a car battery). This is then extended over the length of a log 
under tension, with the central part lifted and ‘dropped’, and which leave a perfectly 
straight ‘trace line’ to be followed when cutting.

Deciding on the largest square to produce from the log. The largest square is marked on the small 
end of the log, to ensure that the cant does not ‘run out’ at the other end.

Top end Butt end

Face 3

Face 1

Face 4

Face 2 CANT
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Board milling
Large logs will have to be split or quartered, otherwise, the first cut is always to 
remove a side slab. With freehand milling, this can be done with the help of a piece of 
string or other straight edge, though with great care if the side is to be consistently 
straight. Otherwise, frame mills require some form of ‘slabbing rails’ to make the first 
cut, horizontally along the top of a log. 

The first cut can also be done free hand, with the line marked on the log skewed so 
the first cut is in line with the bark on the best opening face. Care should be taken 
to ensure that the cuts are at right angles (90 degrees) to each other, and as straight 
and true as possible, as any imperfection on the face will reflect in the quality of 
the other saw lines off that face. To compensate for any sawing defects caused by 
freehand cuts, a spoke shave or draw knife can be used to remove saw marks or the 
results of any wrong cuts to create a flat surface for referencing the other cuts. The 
second cut can then be made at right angles to the first cut and then the other two 
cuts can be referenced off these two faces. Care should be taken to ensure that these 
two freehand cuts are 90 degrees to each other, which can be achieved by using a 
carpenters square.

The first cut needs to be wide enough to make a flat surface for the board mill rails 
to reference off for subsequent cuts. Note that the saw line is in line with the bark 
on the second picture. If the width of a log is wider than what a board mill can 
accommodate, the chainsaw operator can cut (further) on one or both sides of the 
log as far as is necessary to get the log to a size that the mill can take.

Slabbing rails can also be simply made, requiring some nail, screws or bolts, two 
straight lengths of wood at least 2 x 1 inch (5 x 2.5 cm) in section (5 x 5 or 10 x 5 cm 
preferred), and two short pieces to fix to each end of the long lengths, leaving them 
parallel and 10-30 cm apart, with a general rule of thumb being that there should 
be separated by a distance at least one third of the log diameter. If longer than the 
log to be milled, which is ideal, this assembly is then placed on top of the log and 
fixed to the log by means of a nail hammered horizontally through at least one of the 
short lengths and into the end of the log, leaving the nail head protruding for easy 
removal. This then provides a level surface for the first cut to be made. Alternatively, 
a wide board can be used, either supported by pieces of wood fixed to the log ends, 
or by pieces of wood fixed under both edges. Decide the depth of the first cut, set 
the frame mill accordingly, and proceed. A special system exists when logs are longer 
than the rails (see later).

Once the four faces have been sawn to produce a flat surface for referencing the 
other cuts, sawing can proceed. This is preferred to ‘through and through’ sawing 
(producing waney edged boards or cants), as this removes tension and stress in the 
wood and is thus likely to prevent bowing and warping of sawn timber. The log can 
be sawn on a given face until such time as: (1) The grade on that saw face changes; (2)
The log starts to move/spring; and (3) The sawyer is at the point they need to turn the 
log to cut the center cant.
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It is important to note that you should not saw too deep on two opposing faces 
before also squaring the log. If you do, then the tension wood on the two uncut faces 
will have a tendency to pull the log apart.

Use of a capenters square to ensure that the second cut is perpendicular to the first cut. A spirit level 
should be used to ensure the faltness of the guide rail

Making the first and second cuts on the log

Sawyer cutting down as far as necessary on a given face. Sawing too deep on two opposite faces 
allows the tension wood on the two uncut faces to rip the log apart.

Once the center cant is finally sized and the tension wood has been sawn out of the 
log, the operator can now cut 2 inch boards out of it. 
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Setting up the first cut on the board mill
Place the guide rail or plank on the log and secure. The guide rail must project at least 
6 inches beyond the ends of the log so that the saw will leave the cut level and even. 
This basic or first cut determines the accuracy of all later cuts. Make sure it is true and 
that will help produce the maximum amount of lumber from the log.

Setting up for the second cut on the board mill
Remove the guide rail and first cut slab. If you wish to 'live saw' the log, adjust the 
mill for the desired depth of cut and saw mill the log as it lies. To produce a level and 
straight cut, keep the rails of the mill level and in contact with the log. To produce a 
cant for a specific dimension, lower the mill to make your second cut. Wedge this cut 
open as the saw comes out of the cut to prevent the saw bar from pinching the chain. 
This second cut produces a surface parallel to the first cut. Remember to keep the on-
off guide bar in the middle of the log to lead the saw in and out of the cut.

Guide rail
is positioned

Guide rail

Saw

Milling position

Completed
�rst cut

Live sawing

Line of
second cut

Blade

Mill position
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Setting up for the third cut using the board mill
You are now ready to convert the cant into lumber. Remove the slab and guide rail. 
Determine the thickness of the planks or boards to be produced and set the gauge 
to the correct thickness. Remember that the mill slides on the level surface of each 
previous cut so be sure that the on-off guide bar is centered on the cant to ensure 
the saw enters and leaves the cut evenly.

Making dimension lumber from sawn planks
When you desire to make dimension lumber: gather the saw planks as shown and 
clamp firmly. Now adjust the thickness gauge as required so as to cut 2” x 2"s, 2” x 6”s, 
or 2” x 12”s as an example. Keep in mind that if various sizes are planned to be taken 
from the same log, such as 4” x 4”, 6”x 6”, 4”x 8”, etc., the various dimensions needed 
must be allowed for when making the previous cuts.

on-o� bar

Third cut
completed
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Other mills and resaws
With whatever equipment is used, lumber should be sawn from the log in the widest 
clear widths possible, and which can then be resawn into practical dimensions to 
suit market demand, allowing the operator to optimize the dimensions when sawing 
for grade. Use of the board mill is detailed in this manual, as after many decades of 
experience, the authors consider that it is most appropriate for use as the next step 
up from freehand ‘ripping’ to improve timber quality and operator safety. However, 
other equipment is available, and may be more suitable under other circumstances.

Other chainsaw mills
Dozens of chainsaw milling attachments are commercially available on the 
international market, but reviews by independent experts and practitioners tend to 
highlight that only a few have proven themselves. For a list of a range of makes and 
models, factory gate prices and websites, see the Turning Trees to Timber chainsaw 
manual (Pasiecznik et al., 2006), and Sawmilling with chainsaws – a technical 
overview (Pasiecznik, 2010). 

The use of the Granberg double engine mill with two Stihl MS 660 powerheads.

There are three basic types – rail mills, frame mills and carriage mills. Rail mills 
hold the chainsaw bar vertically downwards, and are useful for operators who are 
not accustomed to ‘ripping’. Frame mills (or board mills) hold the chainsaw bar 
horizontally, of which the Granberg was the first and remains the most popular, 
with the Mark III the current model. Carriage mills are more like normal sawmills, in 
having the logs lifted onto a bed and the chainsaw fixed on to a movable trolley, and 
of which the Logosol is most well known globally with the M7 (Mark 7) being the 
current model. Made of aluminium, it is lightweight and so very portable, but the 
frame has a tendency to buckle when large logs are dropped onto it. In contrast, the 
Jober J100 is made of steel and heavier, but still weighs only 170 lbs (80 kg) and is 
much sturdier.
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Circular and bandsaw mills
When moving up from chainsaw milling, two options are available – circular saw mills 
or bandsaw mills. 

The most common portable circular sawmills on the market are the Lucas and 
Peterson mills, which are relatively inexpensive, versatile and robust. Similar circular 
saws have proved themselves in other regions, such as the ‘wokabout’ mill in the 
Papua New Guinea and the Pacific. In Guyana as elsewhere, bandsaw mills have taken 
dominance for a number of reasons.

With portable bandsaws, Woodmizer is the globally dominant producer, and of the 
most widely available mills, the common basic model is the Woodmizer LT15. This 
takes half a day to set up, and measures approximately 20’ long, 6‘ across and 6’ high 
(6 m x 2 m x 2 m), and weighs just over half a ton. The standard engine is an 18 HP 
petrol driven, though diesel and electric options are available. It can cut logs up 
to 28” (71 cm) in diameter and up to 18’ (5 m) long, and the production capacity as 
stated by the manufacturers of 320 bd ft per hour (0.75 m3/hr), cutting boards up to 
23” (58 cm) wide. A multitude of accessories are also available at extra cost.

Woodmizer LT15 with manual updown, feed and log turning
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Woodmizer LT70 with edger and material handling

Using your chainsaw
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From forest to market

Limiting damage, maintaining value

After having invested so much time, effort 
and money in cutting a batch of timber, it 
is such a shame to see it damaged before 
it gets to the buyer. And well stored, 
sawn timber not only holds its value, 
but increases its value as it seasons, and 
can even be worth more money later if 
waiting for the right market opportunity. 
So, after cutting for value, it is important 
to maintain or even increase the value of 
the timber. Sort timber by grade (quality), 
take every step to reduce any damage 
when transporting, and store if needed, 
but store properly. This chapter includes 
information on timber grading, handling 
and transporting, stacking and storing, and 
selling. And when you get the money, think 
again… “what profit did I make there, and 
how could it have been more?”
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Grading
Sawn timber for building and construction (GR04)*

For grading sawn hardwood timber for framing in building and construction, with both 
rough sawn and gauged (size matched) timber included. 

All timber shall be sawn to specified nominal dimensions and with square trimmed 
ends, and marking out of defects without trimming is not permitted. There are four 
grades allocated for GR04: Prime, Select, Sound, and Merchantable. Timber may be 
ordered as a particular species and grade e.g. ‘Mora Select Grade’ or by type of forest 
product and grade e.g. ‘GR04 Prime Grade’. Sawn timber will normally be graded and 
supplied green; but it may be supplied in ‘shipping dry’ condition by arrangement 
between the customer and supplier. Sawn timber meeting this specification shall not 
contain defects beyond the limits given in the table below. 

Grading factors Prime Select Sound Merchantable

Length Greater than 2.4 m with  
an interval of 0.1 m

Greater than 0.5 m with  
an interval of 0.1 m

Knots, loose, 
decayed or 
hollow

Not permitted Not permitted Not permitted One quarter 
width of face to 
75 mm diam. 

Knots, sound, 
tight and inter-
grown

Not permitted 25 mm diameter 
maximum, 
scattered

50 mm diameter 
or 1/3 width of 
the face

75 mm diameter 
or 1/2 width of 
face

End shakes None Quarter width of 
face in length at 
one end only 

Half width of 
face in length at 
one end only 

Width of face in 
length at one 
end only 

Face shakes None On one face 
only and not 
more than 1/3 of 
width 

On one face 
only and not 
more than 60 
cm in total 
length

Not more than 
half the length 
and ¼ width, 
and not on 
other faces for 
more than 60 
cm

Sapwood, 
untreated 

Permitted 
with species of 
durability Class 
1A 

Permitted 
with species of 
durability Class 
1/1A

A perimeter of 
50 mm or 20% 

A perimeter 
measurement of 
25%

Sapwood, 
treated 

No limit No limit No limit No limit

Sloping grain None, only local 
deviations 

None, only local 
deviations 

50 - 60% > 60% 

* Adapted from the Guyana Timber Grading Rules for Hardwoods (pages 10-12)
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Grading factors Prime Select Sound Merchantable

Length Greater than 2.4 m with  
an interval of 0.1 m

Greater than 0.5 m with  
an interval of 0.1 m

Bow Not permitted Not permitted 40 mm in 5 m 
length

60 mm in 5 m 
length 

Spring Not permitted Not permitted 20 mm in 5 m 
length 

30 mm in 5 m 
length

Twist  Not permitted Not permitted Slight Up to 5 mm per 
5 m length

Holes, bark and 
gum pockets

None  5 mm wide and 
50 mm long in 
one face only

10 mm wide and 
75 mm long one 
face only

25 mm wide and 
150 mm long

Compression 
failure

Not permitted Not permitted Not permitted Slight and 
Occasional

Brittle heart and 
unsound heart

Not permitted Not permitted Not permitted Not permitted

Sound black 
heart and heart 
stain

Slight No limit No limit No limit

Insect and grub 
holes >3 mm 
diam. 

None Scattered and 
not more than 
1 per metre 
length 

Scattered and 
not more than 
2 per metre 
length 

Not clustered 
but up to 4 per 
metre of length 

Pinhole 
(ambrosia) borer 
holes 

None None Slight on one 
face only 

Moderate but 
scattered 

Seasoning 
checks 

None Slight Moderate Up to 30 mm 
per metre of 
length

Wane None 20 mm 
perimeter per 
metre length 
maximum

40 mm 
perimeter per 
metre length 
maximum

60 mm 
perimeter per 
metre length 
maximum
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Handling and transporting
Turning your already scarce commercial trees into lumber is a challenging and at 
times, a costly business. It is then unfortunate to see the value of lumber reduced 
by poor handling practices. There are two major modes of transport, by truck and 
by barge. But, whether lumber is transported by road or river, there are some useful 
practices that will help protect the value of lumber in the delivery process.

• When being loaded by machines, lumber should ideally be strapped in 
bundles prior to loading.

• When using wire straps for loading, damage protection should be placed at 
lifting points.

• Loads should be placed on the floor of the carrier and stickers used between 
every layer of bundles 

• Longer lengths and thicker dimensions should be placed at the bottom.

Stacking and storing
All wood should be stacked under cover as quickly as possible, and preferably within 
a day or so after sawing. Each layer of lumber should be separated by stickers at least 
1 cm thick, to allow for air circulation and the base layers should be placed on pallets 
or skids at least 6 inches (15 cm) above the ground. The storage area should have a 
hard surface, such as packed earth or concrete, be well drained, stable and free from 
sawdust and any other wooden debris. Each stack of lumber should be labeled with 
the date of stacking to be able to monitor adequate drying time.

Stickers should be accurately sawn or preferably planed at least ¾ x ¾ inches or wider 
to allow free flow of air. There may be some advantages with fast drying softwoods 
to use thicker stickers to speed the air drying process. The ends of each board need 
to have stickers within 2 inches from the ends of the boards to prevent droop and 
uneven drying. Uneven lengths also need to be supported at the ends within the 
pile. Stickers should be placed 12–18 inches (30-45 cm) apart. When stacking wood 
in uneven lengths, longer pieces should be located at the bottom of the pile and 
shorter pieces at the top.

Rough sawn wood should remain stickered and stacked until it has achieved a 
moisture content of 20% or less, and only then  can it be stored in racks or without 
stickers. All sawn lumber should be stored under some kind of cover to protect it 
from rain or direct sunshine. Timber can also be sealed at each end with a vapor 
resistant sealant to prevent it drying out from the ends, so as to prevent uneven 
drying and warped boards. Lumber can be stacked in bundles with no stickers if 
it will be delivered or used within a week of sawing. For longer storage, all lumber 
should be stored in stacks under cover in a well ventilated area.
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Stacking and stickering of lumber

For solid packed lumber, i.e. packed in tight bundles with no stickers, protection from 
rain is critical as solid piled lumber cannot evaporate moisture as easily as lumber 
that is stickered. In addition, moisture levels may increase to levels that actively 
promote the growth of fungus. Lumber stored for longer than one week needs to be 
stickered and protected from rain on a clean, well drained area, on blocks at least 12-
18 inches (30-45 cm) off the ground to allow a free flow of air around the pile. Stickers 
should be aligned with the blocks and with all stickers above and below, to prevent 
distortion of the lumber. With softer wood and thinner stickers, the gap between 
them should be reduced.

For mixed lengths in the same stack, short length boards should be stacked together 
and additional stickers put in place to properly support each piece. The lumber stacks 
should be restricted to a width of 5 feet (1.8 m) as wider stacks may lead to uneven air 
flow and inconsistent drying across the stack. Orientation relative to wind direction is 
not as critical as the free flow of air around the stack. Stacks can then be more easily 
located to ease movement and handling. Roofing should provide sufficient overhang 
to prevent prolonged exposure to either rain or sun and be firmly secured to prevent 
them being blown off.

Probably the greatest waste of value, grade and volume is generated at this stage 
of the process, as any efforts or investment to produce a quality product is totally 
negated by poor storage and handling of the lumber. The moisture content of 
lumber in storage should also be controlled. The lumber should be allowed to release 
moisture evenly across its width, length and thickness to minimize the potential for 
degrade. If lumber dries in an uneven way it will warp and lose grade. 

Air space between
roof and lumber

Weights

Adequate roof
overhang

Minimum 12 In.
clearance

2ft. maximum 

Slight slope
from top to bottom

Lumber properly stacked for air drying 

Top view of tier of boards, illustrating the 
system of altering short lenghts for box piling.
Unsupported ends of boards placed on the 
inside will dry less e�ect than if allowed to 
extend over the end of the pile.
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 Improper and proper storage of lumber. All the lumber stored here will be subject to rot, 
casehardening, splits, checks, warps and cup, reducing what was GR04 Prime lumber to below 

Merchantable grade. Such loss in value easily represents 60% just from damage during storage.

Proper outside storage of lumber showing proper alignment of stickers, with dunnage and cover on 
top. Note that this does not require a building, just some form of overhead protection  

from the sun and rain. 
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Selling
Assuming that all the steps in this handbook have been followed, the buyer is now 
ready to take delivery of the timber, or to come and collect. They should be very 
happy with the quality and timeliness, and so should have no excuses but to pay the 
agreed price – and to be ready to place another order! 

However, if you have a pile of warped, damaged or otherwise defective timber, you 
will also have an unhappy client. There may be some dispute about the price, and 
you are unlikely to be asked again – there is plenty of competition and there are 
plenty of other suppliers out there…

Go back and read this handbook again. Look where you might have gone wrong, 
or where you could make improvements at every stage of the way, from choosing 
your trees, identifying your market, deciding on the sawing options, and so on. And 
look again at how you could have produced better quality boards, reduced risks of 
accidents, and increased efficiency and profitability, if you had used a board mill, or 
used your board mill better.

Nothing will ever be perfect – but things can always get better! 

From forest to market
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Glossary
Alaskan mill Also called a board mill or frame mill, and used to convert 

logs into lumber. It comprises of a chainsaw fixed to 
a metal frame, commonly a pair of rails bolted to the 
chainsaw bar that guide it through the log at a consistent 
depth, producing planks of predetermined thickness.

Bole Tree trunks or stems generally greater then 20 cm 
diameter and 2 m long.

Bow The distortion of lumber, where there is a along the 
length of a piece of wood. 

Boxed heart  A piece of cut timber where the pith falls entirely within 
its four faces anywhere along its length. Also called boxed 
pith.

Bucking The process of cutting felled trunks into sections. 
Logs destined for plywood or lumber have different 
specifications for length, diameter, and defects, and 
significant value can be lost by sub-optimal bucking. 
Cutting from the top down is called overbucking, and 
from the bottom up is underbucking.

Cant  A log that has been slabbed on one or more sides. 
Ordinarily, cants are intended for resawing at right angles 
to their widest sawn face. 

Case hardening  Timber that has been improperly dried, where the surface 
‘sets’ leading to reversed stresses, compression stresses 
on the shell and tension stresses in the core, and can warp 
considerably and dangerously when the stress is released 
by sawing.

Check A lengthwise separation of the wood that usually extends 
across the rings of annual growth and commonly results 
from stresses caused during seasoning. 

Chokerman A chokerman is a logging or forestry worker who works 
with a cable or wire rope called a choker.

Conditioning The exposure of wood to a prescribed atmosphere for a 
defined period of time or until a set relation is reached 
between the wood and the atmosphere. 

Crook The distortion of lumber, in which there is a deviation in 
a direction perpendicular to the edge, from a straight line 
from end-to-end of the piece.
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Cup A distortion of a board in which there is a deviation across 
the width of a board .

Chainsaw milling The on-site conversion of logs into lumber using 
chainsaws with a board mill attachment. The use of the 
attachment to the chainsaw has benefits of improved 
quality and efficiency as it relates to the amount to 
lumber produced from a single tree when compared to 
the freehand chainsaw ripping technique.

dbh Diameter at breast height (dbh) is a standard measure for 
calculating the volume of a standing tree. In Guyana, dbh 
is measured at 4’ 3” or 1.3 m above ground level.

Defect An imperfection that either weakens the wood or makes 
its unsuitable to work with for the purpose that it is being 
used.

Density Mass per unit volume, given as pounds per cubic foot, 
kilograms per cubic meter, or grams per cubic centimeter, 
and preferably at a specified moisture content.

Dimensional timber Lumber that is cut to specified width and thickness. 
Carpenters extensively use dimensional timber in framing 
wooden buildings, common sizes including 2” x 4”, 2” x 6”, 
2” x 8” and 4”x 4”. Length is usually specified separately.

Dressed timber Timber that has been planed on all sides to give a smooth 
surface.

Feed rate  The relative distance moved in a set period of time 
between the wood and the saw blade. In most sawmilling, 
this relates to the movement of the log relative to the 
circular or bandsaw ‘head’. In chainsaw milling, the log 
remains stationary, and the feed rate refers to the rate of 
movement of the chainsaw. 

Fixed costs Expenses that do not change as a function of business 
activities within a certain period, e.g. a retailer must 
pay rent and utility bills irrespective of sales volumes. In 
marketing, it is necessary to separate fixed and variable 
costs.

Flitch A portion of a log sawn on two or more faces, commonly 
on opposite faces leaving two waney edges. Flitches can 
be resawn parallel to their original wide faces, or sliced 
or sawn into veneer, in which case the resulting sheets of 
veneer laid together in the sequence of cutting can also 
be called a flitch.
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Freehand ripping The conversion of logs into lumber using chainsaws, 
without the use of attachments, frames or other guides. 
In Guyana, freehand ripping is a legitimate activity and 
which supports the livelihood of many forest-based 
communities.

Grade The designation of the quality of logs or any cut timber.

Grain The direction, size, arrangement, appearance, or quality of 
the fibers in wood or lumber. To have a specific meaning 
the term must be qualified. 

Heartwood The naturally ‘dead’ wood at the centre of a tree trunk or 
branch. Heartwood is more resistant to decay than living 
sapwood, and is often much darker.

Hinge The ‘holding wood’ left uncut by a chainsaw operator to 
control a tree’s fall, which should be approximately 10% 
of the diameter but at least 3 cm (just over 1 inch), thicker 
for trees with defects.

Kickback When the nose of a chainsaw bars ‘kicks’ (or jumps rapidly) 
backwards and upwards. One of the most common 
causes of chainsaw accidents, it occurs when the chain 
in the upper part of the bar nose of guide bar touches an 
obstacle or becomes pinched, and more common if depth 
gauges are too low or not rounded.

Kerf The width of a saw cut, which depends the width of the 
blade, the set of the teeth; the ‘wobble’ during cutting; 
and the amount of material removed. Kerf is often used 
to refer simply to the width of the saw blade though this 
can be misleading, however, as blades with the same 
thickness and set can create different kerfs, and the 
wobble of thin blades can create a relatively wide kerfs.

Log A bole or a length of bole or large branch after felling, 
trimming and crosscutting.

Lumber Wood sawn lengthwise from logs. 

Quarter sawing The type of cut in the rip-sawing of logs into lumber. 
The resulting lumber is called quartersawn (quarter-
sawn), quartered, and radially-sawn. There is widespread 
confusion between the terms quartersawn and riftsawn 
with both words defined with opposite meanings and as 
synonyms.

Recovery rate The percentage of the volume of a log that is converted 
into usable timber.
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Resawing To saw a cant or other larger piece of squared lumber into 
dimensional timber that is ready to use, such as joists or 
boards.

Sapwood The younger, outermost wood; in the growing tree it is 
living wood. All wood in a tree is first formed as sapwood.

Sharp life The duration in which is chainsaw chain (or the teeth of 
a bandsaw, circular saw or other cutting tool) remains 
sharp.

Stickers A lumber sticker for separating lumber, comprised of 
an elongated rectangular shaped block with generally 
rouded-off sides.

Sweep/sweepy logs Used by foresters to describe crooked logs.

Taper To become smaller or thinner towards one end.

Tension wood A type of wood which forms in response to environmental 
stresses to help the tree stay stable and upright. It is not 
useful for flooring or furniture because it has an irregular 
texture, but can be pulped for paper and cardboard.

Variable costs Costs that vary depending on the production volume. 
Variable costs differ from fixed costs such as rent, 
advertising, insurance and office supplies, which tend to 
remain the same regardless of production output.

Wane The presence of bark or lack of wood from any cause 
on the edge or corner of a piece of wood. The original 
rounded surface of a log, with or without bark, on any 
face or edge of sawn timber. 

Warp Deviation from flatness as a result of stresses and 
shrinkage from the uneven drying of lumber. Lumber 
warps in many different ways, but all warp is caused by 
differential directional shrinkage as the wood dries from 
its green state. When one edge or face or end of a piece of 
wood shrinks more than the opposite edge or face or end, 
the piece warps. The three types of warp are cup, bow 
and crook. 
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Units and conversions
These conversions and log volume tables are from the Guyana Forestry Commission's 
Metrication manual for timber products (GFC, 1999), which also contains much more 
valuable information.

The board foot The common Imperial unit for measuring lumber, also 
referred to as the ‘board measure’ (BM) or ‘feet board 
measure’ (FBM), represented by a board measuring one 
foot (1’) by one foot (1’) by one inch (1”) thick, or its cubic 
equivalent. 

Cubic metre (m3) The standard metric timber measurement, equal to 
423.77 BM (or 424 board feet).

Hectare Equivalent to 2.47 acres, or roughly two and half acres to 
the hectare. If square, a hectare (written ‘ha’) measures 
100 m x 100 m, and contains 10,000 square metres. 
Hectares can be divided into 100 ‘ares’, each ‘are’ being 100 
square metres, or 10 m x 10 m. There are 100 hectares in a 
square kilometre (km2).

Metre (m) Equivalent to 39.37 inches, 3.28 feet, or 1.093 yards. Or, as 
the rhyme goes, “a metre measures three foot three, it’s 
longer than a yard you see”. Metre is spelled 'meter' in US 
English.

Useful conversion factors for timber products

to convert into multiply by

cubic feet (ft3) hoppus cubic metres (m3) 0.0361

cubic feet (ft3) hoppus cubic cubic metre hoppus 0.0283

ft (ft3) m3 0.0283

cubic ft (ft3) m3 hoppus 0.0222

cubic metre (m3) board m3 hoppus 0.7852

measure (BM) m3 0.002 358

linear ft metres (m) 0.30 48

pounds (lbs) kg 0.453 592

cords m3 3.6247
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Length

to convert into multiply by

inches (in) centimetres (cm) 2.540*

metres (m) 2.540 x 10-2

millimetres (mm) 25.4*

feet (ft) centimetres (cm) 30.48*

metres (m) 0.304 8*

millimetres (mm) 304.8*

yards (yd) centimetres (cm) 91.44*

metres (m) 0.914 4*

miles kilometres (km) 1.609 344*

metres (m) 1 609.344*

international nautical miles kilometres (km) 1.852*

metres (m) 1 822*

Area

to convert into multiply by

square inches
 

cm2 6.451 6*

mm2 645.16*

square feet cm2 929.03

m2 0.092 903

square yards cm2 8 361

m2 0.836 1

square miles km2 2.589 99

ha 258.99

acres
 

m2 4 046.856

ha 0.404 69 

Volume and capacity

to convert into multiply by

cu. inches mm3 16 387.064*

cm3 16.387 1

litres(l) 0.016 387

cubic feet cm3 28 316.85

m3 0.028 316 85

litres (l) 28.32

pint litres (l) 0.568 26 

* An asterisk denotes exact conversion
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Mass

to convert into multiply by

ounces (oz) grams (gm) 28.349 5

pounds (lb) kg 0.453 592

ton kg 1 016.047

tonne 1.016 047 
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LENGTH mm cm m km in ft yd mile

1 millimetre 0.1 0.001 0.000001 0.03937 0.003281 0.001094

1 centimetre 10 0.01 0.00001 0.393701 0.032808 0.010936

1 metre 1000 100 0.001 39.370079 3.28084 1.093613 0.000621

1 kilometre 1000000 100000 1000 39370.0787 3280.8399 1093.6133 0.621371

1 inch 25.40 2.54 0.0254 0.000025 0.0833333 0.027778 0.000016

1 foot 304.80 30.48 0.3048 0.000305 12 0.333333 0.000189

1 yard 914.40 91.44 0.9144 0.000914 36 3 0.000568

1 mile 1609344 160934 1609.344000 1.609344 63360 5280 1760

AREA sq cm sq m sq km sq in sq ft sq yd acre sq mile

1 sq centimetre 0.0001 0.155 0.001076 0.000120

1 sq metre 10000 0.000001 1550 10.763910 1.195990 0.000247

1 sq kilometre 1000000 10763910.4 1195990.05 247.105382 0.386102

1 sq inch 6.4516 0.000645 0.006944 0.000772

1 sq foot 929.0304 0.092903 144 0.111111 0.000023

1 sq yard 8361.2736 0.836127 1296 9 0.000207

1 acre 40468564.2 4046.85642 0.00404686 6272640 43560 4860 0.001563

1 sq mile 25899811 2.589988 40138560 27874000 3097600 640

WEIGHT g kg M. tonne S. ton L. ton oz lb kati

1 gram 0.001 0.000001 0.035274 0.002205 0.001653

1 kilogram 1000 0.001 0.001102 0.000984 35.273962 2.204623 1.653467

1 tonne (metric) 1000 1.10231 0.984207 35273.9619 2204.62262
0

16534.6697

1 ton (US) 907185 907.185 0.907185 0.89286 32000 2000 1500

1 ton (UK) 1016046.91 1016.04691 1.016046 1.12 35840 2240 1680

1 ounce 28.349523 0.028350 0.000028 0.000031 0.000028 0.0625 0.046875

1 pound 453.59237 0.453594 0.000454 0.0005 0.000446 16 0.75

1 kati 604.78983 0.604790 0.000605 0.000667 0.000595 21.333333 1.333333

CAPACITY cu. cm litre cu. m cu. In cu. ft cu. yd UK gallon US gallon

1 cu centimetre 0.001000 0.000001 0.061024 0.000035 0.000220 0.000264

1 litre 1000 0.001 61.123744 0.035315 0.001308 0.21997 0.264180

1 cu metre 1000000 1000 61023.7441 35.314668 1.307951 219.969 264.179854

1 cu inch 16.387064 0.016387 0.000016 0.0005787 0.000021 0.003605 0.004329

1 cu foot 28316.85 28.316850 0.028317 1758 0.037037 6.228862 7.480741

1 cu yard 764554.86 764.554860 0.764555 46656 27 168.178557 201.979900

1 gallon (UK) 4546.09 4.54609 0.004546 277.419432 0.160544 0.005946 1.200912

1 gallon (US) 3785.3 3.7853 0.003785 230.993179 0.133677 0.004951 0.8237

Units and Conversions
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Log volume tables

Log volume in cubic metres D =30

Length 
(metres)

Diameter (centimetres)

30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39

2.0 0.14 0.15 0.16 0.17 0.18 0.19 0.20 0.22 0.23 0.24

2.2 0.16 0.17 0.18 0.19 0.20 0.21 0.22 0.24 0.25 0.26

2.4 0.17 0.18 0.19 0.21 0.22 0.23 0.24 0.26 0.27 0.29

2.6 0.18 0.20 0.21 0.22 0.24 0.25 0.26 0.28 0.29 0.31

2.8 0.20 0.21 0.23 0.24 0.25 0.27 0.29 0.30 0.32 0.33

3.0 0.21 0.23 0.24 0.26 0.27 0.29 0.31 0.32 0.34 0.36

3.2 0.23 0.24 0.26 0.27 0.29 0.31 0.33 0.34 0.36 0.38

3.4 0.24 0.26 0.27 0.29 0.31 0.33 0.35 0.37 0.39 0.41

3.6 0.25 0.27 0.29 0.31 0.33 0.35 0.37 0.39 0.41 0.43

3.8 0.27 0.29 0.31 0.33 0.35 0.37 0.39 0.41 0.43 0.45

4.0 0.28 0.30 0.32 0.34 0.36 0.38 0.41 0.43 0.45 0.48

4.2 0.30 0.32 0.34 0.36 0.38 0.40 0.43 0.45 0.48 0.50

4.4 0.31 0.33 0.35 0.38 0.40 0.42 0.45 0.47 0.50 0.53

4.6 0.33 0.35 0.37 0.39 0.42 0.44 0.47 0.49 0.52 0.55

4.8 0.34 0.36 0.39 0.41 0.44 0.46 0.49 0.52 0.54 0.57

5.0 0.35 0.38 0.40 0.43 0.45 0.48 0.51 0.54 0.57 0.60

5.2 0.37 0.39 0.42 0.44 0.47 0.50 0.53 0.56 0.59 0.62

5.4 0.38 0.41 0.43 0.46 0.49 0.52 0.55 0.58 0.61 0.65

5.6 0.40 0.42 0.45 0.48 0.51 0.54 0.57 0.60 0.64 0.67

5.8 0.41 0.44 0.47 0.50 0.53 0.56 0.59 0.62 0.66 0.69

6.0 0.42 0.45 0.48 0.51 0.54 0.58 0.61 0.65 0.68 0.72

6.2 0.44 0.47 0.50 0.53 0.56 0.60 0.63 0.67 0.70 0.74

6.4 0.45 0.48 0.51 0.55 0.58 0.62 0.65 0.69 0.73 0.76

6.6 0.47 0.50 0.53 0.56 0.60 0.63 0.67 0.71 0.75 0.79

6.8 0.48 0.51 0.55 0.58 0.62 0.65 0.69 0.73 0.77 0.81

7.0 0.49 0.53 0.56 0.60 0.64 0.67 0.71 0.75 0.79 0.84

7.2 0.51 0.54 0.58 0.62 0.65 0.69 0.73 0.77 0.82 0.86

7.4 0.52 0.56 0.60 0.63 0.67 0.71 0.75 0.80 0.84 0.88

7.6 0.54 0.57 0.61 0.65 0.69 0.73 0.77 0.82 0.86 0.91

7.8 0.55 0.59 0.63 0.67 0.71 0.75 0.79 0.84 0.88 0.93

8.0 0.57 0.60 0.64 0.68 0.73 0.77 0.81 0.86 0.91 0.96

8.2 0.58 0.62 0.66 0.70 0.74 0.79 0.83 0.88 0.93 0.98

8.4 0.59 0.63 0.68 0.72 0.76 0.81 0.86 0.90 0.95 1.00

8.6 0.61 0.65 0.69 0.74 0.78 0.83 0.88 0.92 0.98 1.03

8.8 0.62 0.66 0.71 0.75 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95 1.00 1.05

From cutting to order to cutting for value. A handbook for chainsaw millers
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Log volume in cubic metres D =30

Length 
(metres)

Diameter (centimetres)

30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39

9.0 0.64 0.68 0.72 0.77 0.82 0.87 0.92 0.97 1.02 1.08

9.2 0.65 0.69 0.74 0.79 0.84 0.89 0.94 0.99 1.04 1.10

9.4 0.66 0.71 0.76 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.96 1.01 1.07 1.12

9.6 0.68 0.72 0.77 0.82 0.87 0.92 0.98 1.03 1.09 1.15

9.8 0.69 0.74 0.79 0.84 0.89 0.94 1.00 1.05 1.11 1.17

10.0 0.71 0.75 0.80 0.86 0.91 0.96 1.02 1.08 1.13 1.19

Log volume in cubic metres D =40

Length 
(metres)

Diameter (centimetres)

40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49

2.0 0.25 0.26 0.28 0.29 0.30 0.32 0.33 0.35 0.36 0.38

2.2 0.28 0.29 0.30 0.32 0.33 0.35 0.37 0.38 0.40 0.41

2.4 0.30 0.32 0.33 0.35 0.36 0.38 0.40 0.42 0.43 0.45

2.6 0.33 0.34 0.36 0.38 0.40 0.41 0.43 0.45 0.47 0.49

2.8 0.35 0.37 0.39 0.41 0.43 0.45 0.47 0.49 0.51 0.53

3.0 0.38 0.40 0.42 0.44 0.46 0.48 0.50 0.52 0.54 0.57

3.2 0.40 0.42 0.44 0.46 0.49 0.51 0.53 0.56 0.58 0.60

3.4 0.43 0.45 0.47 0.49 0.52 0.54 0.57 0.59 0.62 0.64

3.6 0.45 0.48 0.50 0.52 0.55 0.57 0.60 0.62 0.65 0.68

3.8 0.48 0.50 0.53 0.55 0.58 0.60 0.63 0.66 0.69 0.72

4.0 0.50 0.53 0.55 0.58 0.61 0.64 0.66 0.69 0.72 0.75

4.2 0.53 0.55 0.58 0.61 0.64 0.67 0.70 0.73 0.76 0.79

4.4 0.55 0.58 0.61 0.64 0.67 0.70 0.73 0.76 0.80 0.83

4.6 0.58 0.61 0.64 0.67 0.70 0.73 0.76 0.80 0.83 0.87

4.8 0.60 0.63 0.67 0.70 0.73 0.76 0.80 0.83 0.87 0.91

5.0 0.63 0.66 0.69 0.73 0.76 0.80 0.83 0.87 0.90 0.94

5.2 0.65 0.69 0.72 0.76 0.79 0.83 0.86 0.90 0.94 0.98

5.4 0.68 0.71 0.75 0.78 0.82 0.86 0.90 0.94 0.98 1.02

5.6 0.70 0.74 0.78 0.81 0.85 0.89 0.93 0.97 1.01 1.06

5.8 0.73 0.77 0.80 0.84 0.88 0.92 0.96 1.01 1.05 1.09

6.0 0.75 0.79 0.83 0.87 0.91 0.95 1.00 1.04 1.09 1.13

6.2 0.78 0.82 0.86 0.90 0.94 0.99 1.03 1.08 1.12 1.17

6.4 0.80 0.84 0.89 0.93 0.97 1.02 1.06 1.11 1.16 1.21

6.6 0.83 0.87 0.91 0.96 1.00 1.05 1.10 1.15 1.19 1.24

6.8 0.85 0.90 0.94 0.99 1.03 1.08 1.13 1.18 1.23 1.28

7.0 0.88 0.92 0.97 1.02 1.06 1.11 1.16 1.21 1.27 1.32

7.2 0.90 0.95 1.00 1.05 1.09 1.15 1.20 1.25 1.30 1.36

Log volume tables
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Log volume in cubic metres D =40

Length 
(metres)

Diameter (centimetres)

40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49

7.4 0.93 0.98 1.03 1.07 1.13 1.18 1.23 1.28 1.34 1.40

7.6 0.96 1.00 1.05 1.10 1.16 1.21 1.26 1.32 1.38 1.43

7.8 0.98 1.03 1.08 1.13 1.19 1.24 1.30 1.35 1.41 1.47

8.0 1.01 1.06 1.11 1.16 1.22 1.27 1.33 1.39 1.45 1.51

8.2 1.03 1.08 1.14 1.19 1.25 1.30 1.36 1.42 1.48 1.55

8.4 1.06 1.11 1.16 1.22 1.28 1.34 1.40 1.46 1.52 1.58

8.6 1.08 1.14 1.19 1.25 1.31 1.37 1.43 1.49 1.56 1.62

8.8 1.11 1.16 1.22 1.28 1.34 1.40 1.46 1.53 1.59 1.66

9.0 1.13 1.19 1.25 1.31 1.37 1.43 1.50 1.56 1.63 1.70

9.2 1.16 1.21 1.27 1.34 1.40 1.46 1.53 1.60 1.66 1.73

9.4 1.18 1.24 1.30 1.37 1.43 1.50 1.56 1.63 1.70 1.77

9.6 1.21 1.27 1.33 1.39 1.46 1.53 1.60 1.67 1.74 1.81

9.8 1.23 1.29 1.36 1.42 1.49 1.56 1.63 1.70 1.77 1.85

10.0 1.26 1.32 1.39 1.45 1.52 1.59 1.66 1.73 1.81 1.89

Log volume in cubic metres D =50

Length 
(metres)

Diameter (centimetres)

50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59

2.0 0.39 0.41 0.42 0.44 0.46 0.48 0.49 0.51 0.53 0.55

2.2 0.43 0.45 0.47 0.49 0.50 0.52 0.54 0.56 0.58 0.60

2.4 0.47 0.49 0.51 0.53 0.55 0.57 0.59 0.61 0.63 0.66

2.6 0.51 0.53 0.55 0.57 0.60 0.62 0.64 0.66 0.69 0.71

2.8 0.55 0.57 0.59 0.62 0.64 0.67 0.69 0.71 0.74 0.77

3.0 0.59 0.61 0.64 0.66 0.69 0.71 0.74 0.77 0.79 0.82

3.2 0.63 0.65 0.68 0.71 0.73 0.76 0.79 0.82 0.85 0.87

3.4 0.67 0.69 0.72 0.75 0.78 0.81 0.84 0.87 0.90 0.93

3.6 0.71 0.74 0.76 0.79 0.82 0.86 0.89 0.92 0.95 0.98

3.8 0.75 0.78 0.81 0.84 0.87 0.90 0.94 0.97 1.00 1.04

4.0 0.79 0.82 0.85 0.88 0.92 0.95 0.99 1.02 1.06 1.09

4.2 0.82 0.86 0.89 0.93 0.96 1.00 1.03 1.07 1.11 1.15

4.4 0.86 0.90 0.93 0.97 1.01 1.05 1.08 1.12 1.16 1.20

4.6 0.90 0.94 0.98 1.01 1.05 1.09 1.13 1.17 1.22 1.26

4.8 0.94 0.98 1.02 1.06 1.10 1.14 1.18 1.22 1.27 1.31

5.0 0.98 1.02 1.06 1.10 1.15 1.19 1.23 1.28 1.32 1.37

5.2 1.02 1.06 1.10 1.15 1.19 1.24 1.28 1.33 1.37 1.42

5.4 1.06 1.10 1.15 1.19 1.24 1.28 1.33 1.38 1.43 1.48

5.6 1.10 1.14 1.19 1.24 1.28 1.33 1.38 1.43 1.48 1.53

From cutting to order to cutting for value. A handbook for chainsaw millers
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Log volume in cubic metres D =50

Length 
(metres)

Diameter (centimetres)

50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59

5.8 1.14 1.18 1.23 1.28 1.33 1.38 1.43 1.48 1.53 1.59

6.0 1.18 1.23 1.27 1.32 1.37 1.43 1.48 1.53 1.59 1.64

6.2 1.22 1.27 1.32 1.37 1.42 1.47 1.53 1.58 1.64 1.70

6.4 1.26 1.31 1.36 1.41 1.47 1.52 1.58 1.63 1.69 1.75

6.6 1.30 1.35 1.40 1.46 1.51 1.57 1.63 1.68 1.74 1.80

6.8 1.34 1.39 1.44 1.50 1.56 1.62 1.67 1.74 1.80 1.86

7.0 1.37 1.43 1.49 1.54 1.60 1.66 1.72 1.79 1.85 1.91

7.2 1.41 1.47 1.53 1.59 1.65 1.71 1.77 1.84 1.90 1.97

7.4 1.45 1.51 1.57 1.63 1.69 1.76 1.82 1.89 1.96 2.02

7.6 1.49 1.55 1.61 1.68 1.74 1.81 1.87 1.94 2.01 2.08

7.8 1.53 1.59 1.66 1.72 1.79 1.85 1.92 1.99 2.06 2.13

8.0 1.57 1.63 1.70 1.76 1.83 1.90 1.97 2.04 2.11 2.19

8.2 1.61 1.68 1.74 1.81 1.88 1.95 2.02 2.09 2.17 2.24

8.4 1.65 1.72 1.78 1.85 1.92 2.00 2.07 2.14 2.22 2.30

8.6 1.69 1.76 1.83 1.90 1.97 2.04 2.12 2.19 2.27 2.35

8.8 1.73 1.80 1.87 1.94 2.02 2.09 2.17 2.25 2.33 2.41

9.0 1.77 1.84 1.91 1.99 2.06 2.14 2.22 2.30 2.38 2.46

9.2 1.81 1.88 1.95 2.03 2.11 2.19 2.27 2.35 2.43 2.52

9.4 1.85 1.92 2.00 2.07 2.15 2.23 2.32 2.40 2.48 2.57

9.6 1.88 1.96 2.04 2.12 2.20 2.28 2.36 2.45 2.54 2.62

9.8 1.92 2.00 2.08 2.16 2.24 2.33 2.41 2.50 2.59 2.68

10.0 1.96 2.04 2.12 2.21 2.29 2.38 2.46 2.55 2.64 2.73

Log volume in cubic metres D =60

Length 
(metres)

Diameter (centimetres)

60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69

2.0 0.57 0.58 0.60 0.62 0.64 0.66 0.68 0.71 0.73 0.75

2.2 0.62 0.64 0.66 0.69 0.71 0.73 0.75 0.78 0.80 0.82

2.4 0.68 0.70 0.72 0.75 0.77 0.80 0.82 0.85 0.87 0.90

2.6 0.74 0.76 0.78 0.81 0.84 0.86 0.89 0.92 0.94 0.97

2.8 0.79 0.82 0.85 0.87 0.90 0.93 0.96 0.99 1.02 1.05

3.0 0.85 0.88 0.91 0.94 0.97 1.00 1.03 1.06 1.09 1.12

3.2 0.90 0.94 0.97 1.00 1.03 1.06 1.09 1.13 1.16 1.20

3.4 0.96 0.99 1.03 1.06 1.09 1.13 1.16 1.20 1.23 1.27

3.6 1.02 1.05 1.09 1.12 1.16 1.19 1.23 1.27 1.31 1.35

3.8 1.07 1.11 1.15 1.18 1.22 1.26 1.30 1.34 1.38 1.42

4.0 1.13 1.17 1.21 1.25 1.29 1.33 1.37 1.41 1.45 1.50

Log volume tables
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Log volume in cubic metres D =60

Length 
(metres)

Diameter (centimetres)

60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69

4.2 1.19 1.23 1.27 1.31 1.35 1.39 1.44 1.48 1.53 1.57

4.4 1.24 1.29 1.33 1.37 1.42 1.46 1.51 1.55 1.60 1.65

4.6 1.30 1.34 1.39 1.43 1.48 1.53 1.57 1.62 1.67 1.72

4.8 1.36 1.40 1.45 1.50 1.54 1.59 1.64 1.69 1.74 1.79

5.0 1.41 1.46 1.51 1.56 1.61 1.66 1.71 1.76 1.82 1.87

5.2 1.47 1.52 1.57 1.62 1.67 1.73 1.78 1.83 1.89 1.94

5.4 1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68 1.74 1.79 1.85 1.90 1.96 2.02

5.6 1.58 1.64 1.69 1.75 1.80 1.86 1.92 1.97 2.03 2.09

5.8 1.64 1.70 1.75 1.81 1.87 1.92 1.98 2.04 2.11 2.17

6.0 1.70 1.75 1.81 1.87 1.93 1.99 2.05 2.12 2.18 2.24

6.2 1.75 1.81 1.87 1.93 1.99 2.06 2.12 2.19 2.25 2.32

6.4 1.81 1.87 1.93 2.00 2.06 2.12 2.19 2.26 2.32 2.39

6.6 1.87 1.93 1.99 2.06 2.12 2.19 2.26 2.33 2.40 2.47

6.8 1.92 1.99 2.05 2.12 2.19 2.26 2.33 2.40 2.47 2.54

7.0 1.98 2.05 2.11 2.18 2.25 2.32 2.39 2.47 2.54 2.62

7.2 2.04 2.10 2.17 2.24 2.32 2.39 2.46 2.54 2.61 2.69

7.4 2.09 2.16 2.23 2.31 2.38 2.46 2.53 2.61 2.69 2.77

7.6 2.15 2.22 2.29 2.37 2.44 2.52 2.60 2.68 2.76 2.84

7.8 2.21 2.28 2.35 2.43 2.51 2.59 2.67 2.75 2.83 2.92

8.0 2.26 2.34 2.42 2.49 2.57 2.65 2.74 2.82 2.91 2.99

8.2 2.32 2.40 2.48 2.56 2.64 2.72 2.81 2.89 2.98 3.07

8.4 2.38 2.45 2.54 2.62 2.70 2.79 2.87 2.96 3.05 3.14

8.6 2.43 2.51 2.60 2.68 2.77 2.85 2.94 3.03 3.12 3.22

8.8 2.49 2.57 2.66 2.74 2.83 2.92 3.01 3.10 3.20 3.29

9.0 2.54 2.63 2.72 2.81 2.90 2.99 3.08 3.17 3.27 3.37

9.2 2.60 2.69 2.78 2.87 2.96 3.05 3.15 3.24 3.34 3.44

9.4 2.66 2.75 2.84 2.93 3.02 3.12 3.22 3.31 3.41 3.51

9.6 2.71 2.81 2.90 2.99 3.09 3.19 3.28 3.38 3.49 3.59

9.8 2.77 2.86 2.96 3.05 3.15 3.25 3.35 3.46 3.56 3.66

10.0 2.83 2.92 3.02 3.12 3.22 3.32 3.42 3.53 3.63 3.74
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This publication was produced within the framework of the EU chainsaw milling 
project. This project is being carried out by Tropenbos International in collaboration 
with the Forestry Training Centre Incorporated (FTCI) and Iwokrama International 
Centre for Rainforest Conservation and Development (IWOKRAMA). It aims to find 
sustainable solutions to the problems associated with the production of lumber 
for local timber markets by involving all stakeholders in dialogue, information 
gathering and the development of alternatives to unsustainable chainsaw milling 
practices.

By making knowledge work for forests and people, Tropenbos International 
contributes to well-informed decision making for improved management and 
governance of tropical forests. Our longstanding local presence and ability to bring 
together local, national and international partners make us a trusted partner in 
sustainable development.
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